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prepare students for careers characteriied by change. The several
conclusions inClude the following: (1) The'slihstantial job changing
in the American labor lorce is neither inherntly,good nor bad. (2)

tndividuals peed help in preparing for careers characterized by
change-. (3) Although little is known about job changing, skills alone
do snot -detkmine mobility or aciaptability. (4) All skills are'
.potentially.transferable to some extent and on scme occasions. There
is reasdnable consensus on broad categories important.for success in

variety of.occupations. (5) Students need oppoxtunity to practice
app4cation'of skills uner.,-i: a wile variety Yt conditions and
circumstancef. (6) Performance in one:talent area is unrelated to

' that in-others, so. schools should develop abilities in a number`oi
different ones (e,g., creativé# decision-making, plannirtg and
communication talents). (7) A 'number of educational prOgrams and
instructional technolls hive.been identifiethit .seem'to proiiie
for the implicit recognition or development of transferab;.e skills.
-SagOstions and i.ecommenlations &re made for teaOleijp, counselors,'
administrators, eployrs, and razearcheFs. Exampl4Os of transferable
ikills and'characteristics and the final repo! or.the project's
panel of consUltants are'appended. 63T) . . ;
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'FOREWORD .

This report describes something of the nature and curreot status of our knowledge about a set
of ideas with important edutational implicationsoccupational adaptability.and transferable skills.'
It summarizes and highlidtts some of the eluestions and major conclusions shout these concepts
that have emerged from a recent Canter project. Rather than merely reiterate substantial portions

A of what has already. been written in other project reports, this summary attempts to weave togetlier
major conclusionsind insiglits with some additional persPectives.

Full reports of each of the major project tasks are listed and described briefly inside the back
cover. The reader is encosmaged to acquire and read each report for a fuller discus:eon and under-
standing of many of the points touched on here.

:-
If this summary stimulates enthusiasm and intrest in further inquiiy about a problem, or pur- .

suit of a particular idea, it has been tuccessful. If it stimulatessigmlyant irritation and disagreement,
or if Serious questions are reised aboto the reasonableness or validity of some of its idess,ser about: .

4 v the lack of information or insight on some issues, it has also been successful.

The Center is indebted to many individuals and agencies for their help And participation in the
project. In particulat we would like to express our dgep apprectation to the dedicated and hird
working staff of the Objett: Harry Ammerman, William Ashley, Richard Miguel,-Frank Pratzner,
and Allen Wiant. We also appreciate the support.providedeby Winston Hons., Duane Essex, Sue .
Keith and Keith Wideman on various project taiks andaclivities, and theektetarial and clerical
assistance provided by Jo Ann Neils, &mann Johnson,. and Saundra De Long.

, -
, \ . . ts.

Speciii gratitudeSedippreciation is extended to the oject'i Pine! of C'onsultants: learcia
Freedman, Jerome Mon, J ., Calvin Taylor, szid to Robert a ..p, Project Officer of the National
Institute of Education, for their sustained arsistance and mapy significant contributions throughout
the CondUct of the projelt.

y 1 .

.

Finally, we would like to thank the several authors of project rAports, the consultants and
reviewers of the project work, snd the maziy representatives of bupioess, industry, and education
programs who generously contributed their time and insights to the pk.lject; .

Robert E. Taylor
Executive Director
The National Center for Research

in Vocational Education
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SUMMARY

Examination of occupational adaptability and transferable skills hal lead ths project to several
conclusions.

1. Available evidence suggests that there is substintial mobility in the American labor force.
However, job changing is neither inherently good nor bad; it's simply a significant future
of modern American life.

2._ The idea that one set of occupational skills can be learnad once and should last a lifetirne
doss not mem to be valid. Thus, there is a need to help individuals at any age to prepare
not wily for a job, but for work careers characterized by'bhange. .

3. Surprisingly little is known about job mobility and job changing. However, skills alone
do not determine mobility or adaptability. A variety of other factors such u union con .
trok, career considerations, and conditions of the labor market seem to ba im-
portant. W know little about the relative importenci or influeme of these factors owl
mobili an adaptability. '

4. Schools cannot prepare students for all unknown future contingencies. But it does seem
reasonable expect them to help students gleveloitheir individual attributes, potentials,
or gawk* to levels of proficiency useful in a wide angle of situations. By such develop-

. mint they may be adaptable and bidet able to perform succeesfully in changing environ-
mute.

5. Having transferal:de skills will not guarintite successful adaptability, but should facilitate
it. To the' intent that individuals perceive similarities among jobs and are able to transfer
their skills and knowledge effectively, the time and costs associated with inpplemental
training or retraining should be reduced and reflect a savings to employer* and individuals
alike.

6 All skills are potentially tçanst.rahl. to some extent and on some occasions. it was ride-
tively easy to find existing ixamples of rpultiple-use, gentility appircable skills and per- -
soul charadteristics. There also appeared to bosom@ reuonable consensus about a num-
ber of broad categorise of skills, knowledgeeand personal characteristics that are important
for success in a variety oloccupationa and other life settings. Nevertheless, there does not
appear to be a single agreed upon list of specific skills and personal charecteristics generally
applicable across a broad range of settings.

-
Because all skills are potentially transferable, the proms-of transfer, and especially teach.
ing for transfer, is of paramount importance. Ite literature and research in this area pro-.
vides little explicit guidance,snd few recommendations far practice can be made with
confidence. Nevertheless, it seems desirable to provide'students with opportunities to

- practice the application and use of skills and knowledge under a wide variety of conditions
and cimemstances; transfer ehould be a deliberate and explicit objective of all instruction;



and,Sudents should be informed Or made awaie of the multiple uses and applications ofOildr *ills and klowledg. .1

A great inany human talon% attributes, or capacities have been identified. Often schOols
have focused almost exclusively on development of at"demic talents and have ignored
other types of talents. Because each type of talent is important, and, resurch has shown
that performance in one talent area is essentially unrelated to performance in other areas,
schools should make deliberate ettorts to develop abilities in a tiumber oldifterent talent ,
areas (e.g., creative Went, decision.making talent, *wing talent, communication talent).

9. A number of educatidnal programs add instructional techniques have been identified that
seem to provide for the implicit recognition or denfopment of tringerable.altills.

tsBased upon consideration of occupational adaptability and transferable skillkthe project would
offal the following suggestions or reconuraildations to each of OltVeriti key audio",

Mochas.. The development of transferable skills andtransfer Stills probably cannot be attain-
plished effectively if they are the 'Objegtlige, special interest, or special ability of only One or twoteaches or courses in a school. The.project's contention is that their effectivi development can only
be accomplished if they are pervasive and deliberate objectives for ensnare school prograu.

Work with your colloiagues in the same ochool to discover an understand ihwobjectives
010.you have in common. focus on the multiple use, generally ap WW1 knowledgeottitudes,

and personal characteristics you'are ill ,tiyinit to -develop, Ng ot the subject mattii being' .t
taught. Focus on the similarity of Objectives not the diffeancee **subject matter.

Countolors. Help students become more aware of and better infoznied about Unit OWn &MS,knowledge, attitudes, and personal characteristics.
, klelp them understand thsi their skills maybe

applied in many different contexts and occupations. Look for and encourage development of stu.
dent assemment materials and career counseling mategals that cluster, relate, and describe qccupa-
tions on the basis of cornmonaliteies in skill end other personal requirements, rather than on *the .4
bask, of such factors u jolY titles and industry. ,

4

Administrators. Encourage isachers and counselors to 'identify and list the similsr skills and
knowledge 1r are trying to develop, regard* of sUbject matter being taught. looster,inquiiy and

'concern =CM TilltY1 students, staff, parents, and employee abOut occupational change, trans.
Wattle skills, e. the relevance of what is taught. Entourage and facilitate a variety of settings for
leandng and conditions for skill and knowledge applipition, end facilitate use of a variew of teach.
ingilearning and aseesement techniques in order to develoli and use a wider range of student abilities .

cc talents. Examine alternative waysof recording or keeping track of student development of skill",
knowledge, attitudes, find *anal characteristics. 'Work with the community and employers to
develop alternatives or supplements to diplomae, digress, and certificates that more effectively del
mile student capabilities and achievement.

,

Enviloyers.1 When tonsideringIndividuals for new positions: be critical of the insalut:es null -
.. to &WWII. whether &meson is suitable both in inithil position and for promotahility. Curreit

employees may be able ta adapt readily to a of jobs. Be espeilally/sensitive to the tett that
job ipplicanta and employees often have &veil a variety of skills through moans Ober thanf aid training or through previdus ployment. Work tioward development of bit- ;ter aaly.es nts, and descriptions of the skill d knowledge recuirements of occupations.
Help bchooLL tit), qccupationally tiensferable skills knSwledgeand perional characteristics that
have relatively applications and use.

z
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Researehers. in addition to the severaisuggestions noted in the last section of the report (00),
two broad problem areas are of high piiority. First, basic information is !leaded to develop alterna-
tive ways to amen achievement and the ability to iransfer or appliskilland knowledge in.virious ;
ttings. Stiond, basic information is needed about occupational change and mobility. Especially
important it the need. for basic inforinitioi about the relationships ol individual skills aid abilities 6

to job requirements and individual occupational change. New and innovative Ways are needed to use t
available longitudinal data about workers and job mobilipi to better understand the relative.impor-
tance and 'influence of individual attributes in job'changing and occupational adaptability.

I.
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PURPOSE AND NATU.RE OF THE PROJECT

Back_Izound

This study grew out of concern for the work experience of the average American adult today
in which job mobility is significant phenomenon. Many people chenge their jobs either voluntarily
or involuntarily, and the young do so more frequently.

ObvioYsly, adhools cannot prepare studen:i for all unknown future contingencies. But it does
seein reasonable to expect them to help students develop their. individual .attributeal to levels of
proficiency uieful in a wide range of job* so that they limy be occupationally adaptable and better
able.to perform succesafully in new jobs when a changeis desirable or necessary, or as their Own

, jobi change over time.

While the notioni of occupational adaptability and transfers* skills have proven to be intui-
- tively appealing, they ate not well understood. This project was aikinitial exploratory study to es-

timate the current state-of-knowledge and to ain a better underitanding of the nature of occupa-
tional adaptability and transferable skills.

-

The project's several activities focua4 on identification of the skills, attitudes, knowledge, "and\ personal characteristics that schools couldeek to develop, and how they might teach them to prepare
students for work careers Characterized by hange. The ultimate goal was to provide information Pied
knowledge to improve the capability of sch ols.so plait and Rroduce curricula, instructional materials;
teaching methcids, and experiences aimed at nereasing studs* awareness of the potegtial adsptibility
*of their acquired skills at the development f individual occuPational flexibility and versatility.

Overview of Objectives sod

The prOject was conducted .between February 1976 and ber 1977 by the National Center
for Research in Vocational Education at The Ohio State Uni ersit under a mntrtct from the
Education and Work Group of the National Institup of Education. The p -oject's several activities
Were like a fishnet. They explored Many aspects of the current state-o nowledge, each of which
was expected to help in better understsnding occupational adaptability an erable skills.

One approach of the project was an examination of available literature and research on the
characteristics of jobs thatars cmisidered ccimmon. Many different schemes aro available to classify
and put jobs into, groups such as those based upon similarities of skill and ability requirements, tem-
peraments, and working conditions. For example, the Dictionory of Occupbtional Titles dimities
jobs in a number of ways and puts them into seviral different groups.

'Throughout the-wsport.._0 wordksttributes and Born
?to the skills, ipowledge, attitud , and personal chiracteristi

5

the word sk111 have been used to refer collectively
seed by individuals.
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It wasn't known whether previous work on job classification had shed any.light oi the, nature
,ot occupationally transferable skills and characteristics. Of 'greatest interest was whether the skills
and personal characteristics representative of jobs within a !ob cluster were transferable among
those ±obs and whether they were more transferable within groups of similar jobs than they were
HMO different job groups. If AO, it was hoped that valuable information and clues could be ob-
tained for theiplanning and development of effective guidance and instructional programs. Bruce
McKinley, Ikasociate Dean of the School of Cemmunity Service and Pilblic Affairs,'Universiti of
Oregon, ias commissioned to reyiewjhe literature and research and prepare a report on what was
known «bout the characteristics of gibli considered common.

While much of the literature pn occupational change and mobility seemed to contain job and
demographic information, it wun't known whe cupationally mobile people eould be dis-
tinguished reliably as a poup from no people, especially in terms of their skills, personal
characteristics, and educational and tr g experience, or whether some types of occupations had
characteristically higher rates ormo y than other types. It wal felt that such information about
the skills.; personal characteristics, and educational experiences of occupationally mobile people, as
s;e11 as information about occupations with high rates of worker mobility, could proVide valuable
insights about the natureiof occupationally transferable skills and clues for the development of ef-:
fective guidince and counseling progams, curriculatand instructional methods and materials.

Thu's, one of the things the project set out to 'domes to revie4 the available literaturkand re-
seerch on occupationally mobile people to see if the kindi &questions raised above courd be an-

- swered on the basis of available evidence. If so, subsequent projects could begin to melee toward
development of practical applications of.such information for educational and occupational prep;
&ration. If not, subsequent §tudies could be.designed to ebtbin answers to such questions. George
Parsons, Aisistant Professor of Guktance and Counseling,Tniveritty of Cincipnati, was commis-
sioned to review available literature and research and prepare a report on what was known about
the eharacteristics of oceupatipnally niabilepepple-.

Originally the project alio intended one review of available literature and research relat?d
directly to the nature of occupationally traer.fLiaine skills and characteristics. As it tMned out:this
required two separate reviews; on'a chat attemetfid to identify what was knovn about the nature of
tr&nsferable skills and characteristics; the other that reviewed current knowledge about the processes
of skill transferAind the factors that inhibit or facilitate one's ability to transfer or apply acquired
skills in 'different situations. Douglas Sjogren, Professor,of EducationiCororado State University,
was commissioned to prepare the review of literature and research oniskills that are transferablp,
while James Altman, an '4 ustrial psychologist aiei President of Synectics Corporation, Allison
Park, Pennsylvania, prepared the 76 view on the skills of transfer.

The project staff selected and visiteci 14 diverse operating programs in scluvls, businesses, and
industries in an attempt to identify and examine current practices that implicitlNeexplicitly de-
monstiated recognition of the transferabilitypf skills. The staff also held a series of nine meetings
across the country with small groups of educators, union representativespersonnel managers, and
training directors froma variety of businesses and industries to discuss their views, reactions, and
current practices relative to the naiure of transferable sidlls, worker selection, training, transfei,
job progressiod.

Supplementing this work, the project set out to abstract and prepare a catalog of data bases
and clusification schemes that contained insfiirmatio e at ccupational mobility and skill
transfer. This, it was felt, would be a valuable resour e and could be used subsequently" by many
different individuals and agencies to expedite researc and,development OR a variety of questiqns
related to individual career preparation.

7



Voia Ily.an initial examination was made of the usefulness of job tasks as a basis for studying
occupationally Izansferable skills, to see if this approach had merit. Several ways of classifying job,
task-elements were investigated to develop some initial insights into their potential use for the iden-
tification of general skill relationships among jobs.

I
These various activities were'the substance of the prject. This report does not summarize the

findings of each of these tasks. Separate reports are available for readers interested in 4ny or all of
these efforts. Rather, this report attempts to look analytically at many subOantive issues that arose
during project activities.

S.

8
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DISCUSSION

The proieet wu an exploratory study. The ideas, condlusions, and implications discussed here
are, thentfore, tentative and soinewhat speculative. Although they represent the considered opinions
and judgments of the reaarchers,each lacks definitive research remits. For this reason they should
be treated cautiously. Nevertheless, where poaaible and reasonable, edacators a4d researchers are
encouraged to Orsue theiie insights and to use them in practice.

Occipational Change

The project's concern for transferable skills and occupational adaptability was related to oc-
cypational chAnge or mobility, that is, to the actual movement of workers from one tyPe of job to
another. Of special 'interest were job changes sueh as interfirm, industrial, of occupational changes
(Parnes, 1968) that resulted in substantial differences in the work performed or in different perfor-
pence reiluirements. Major shifts in employment or changes in occupations appeared to require
_major adjustments.or adaptation in performance, and it was hire that the tranifer and application
of skills ind personal characteristics was thought to be an important considetation.

Substantial evidence is available to document the mpbility of the American labor force today.
One Census 8i au -kitudy foUntthat more than lamillion piapiethangedloceupations-end/orem--
ployers in a e 12-month period. Thiiconstiturced 3. 5 % 'Of those employed at both the beginning
and end of the period (Byrne, 1975). Mother found that alMost 1/3 of the working public had a
different occupaticin in 1970 from the one they had in 1965. Only 47% ot men and'40% of women
with jobs in 1965 had the same occupation in 19,70 (Sommers & Eck, 1977). Mort4ften than not,
change in occupation entailed change in major occupational group, for example, from sales person
to management or viie-versa. Moreover, rates of occupational change are likely to continue or in-
crease in both good and bad economic times because of the demands of_technological change.

1

In addition to thelluidity or mobility of the labor force, high rates of unemployment persist,
while at the same time, significant numbers of job pobitiona are empty and available.2 In Milwaukee,
(or example, a number of major manufactupers, c9ncerned abotit an apparent shortage of skilled
labor, recently Commissioned a study to eviluate the problem (Udell, Strange, & Parke, 1977).
-The study found that similar skill shortages existed is other cities and that, to cope with the prob-
lem, some employers were investing heavily in-training prOgrams in an atteMpt to alleviate long-term
shortages. '

Whereas 14 of every 20 people retiring nat.tonally are blue-gollar workers, only 9 of every 20
entering the Ishiir force seek blue-collewciik. In line with this trend, only 1/4 of Milwau,kee's

2 In lento eami, employment opportunities may be concentrated in one part of the country utile available
!Yorkers may be concentrstedln Other PerW See, elM and race discrimination, langt4 training requirements, un-
acceptable, dslgumanizing, or unsafe ibi3 conditions, and low *ages or poor bentifita are additional factors that may
account torm. job positions remaining empty ih spite 61 available workers:



high school students indicated a preference for blue-collar wink in 1975, and onlif 2.5% selected
factory production work. Instead, students overwhelmingly preferred more glamorous white-collar
jobs for which few openings elcisted. Whereas the number of annual job openings nationally for
welders II about equal to the ;total openings for a number of the white collar jobs (e.g., pilots, radio-
TV announcers, photographers, architects, interior decorators, and p'hyskat therapists), those de;
siring thew occupations outnumbered the would-be-welders by a ratio of 184o-1. This in spite of

. the fact that skilled workers in the Milwaukee labor force were reported as generally feeling that
their work offered variety, interest, challenge, and opportunity to learn, as well u economic benefits.

Under these kinds of labor market conditions, edutation programs will have to concern them-
selves with improving the ability of individuals to make career changes and develop capacitY to
sist them in making thief changes. Job changing is neithei inherently good nor bad; it has simpl#
baoni a sipificant feature of modern American life. The idea that one stet of occupaanal skills
ian be learnid once and should last a lifetime seems to have lest whatever validity it may have had
in this -coup*. Thus, the concern and need'is not,the discovery Of ways to foster or diecaurage job
mobility, but a concern for helping students prepate not only for a job, but for Work careers chine.
terized by occupetional change. k

,
Because individual job mobility can be expected to remain a significant feature of contemporary

lifeviStAbilitykof employers to identify and match people effectively with available jobs is extremely
important. However, in meetings with employers, personnel rnanagel and training tors repre.
senting a broad spectrum of large and smill firms, the general feeling was that: assessment tech.
niques for employment and promotion are'crude, (b) many employers are havhig ttle-consistent
ateceseittoffectively assuring job applicants for immediate openings, training, or futiire potential,
and (c) credentials typically furnished by schools are of limited practical value to prospective em.
ployers (Wiant, 1977).

Several studies cited by Sidney Fine (1957a) supported his conclusion that:

Only a minority of firms today, and tliose usually the larger ones, engaged in job
analysis to the point of having avanalysis of requirements and quflifications.
Obviously, if there is no clear statement or recognition of what is wanted, it is
unrealistic to talk about similarities of skilh. Furthermore . . where employee
screening and.selection is effecOd by a:personnel office, eien in firms, that have
job specifiiations, the final saY as to hiring may be in the hands of iksupervisor
or foreman who'tnay.reject the candidate . . . for Any,of many ream*. and
the true reason, *some cases, may not be related to the job specifitations

P (p. 807). tein
e-1

By and large, these conditions prevent 20 years I4er. For instance, only.a few-of the employer inter-
'.'nal transfer policies mentioned in the project meetings were chiractarired by a significant expendi-

ture of effort on occupational anab\sis, validation of aptitude requirements, and the development
of achievement tests (Want, 1977, 0\. 15).t ,

The recently devised Guidelines Emploiee Selection Procedures (Equal Employment Oppor-
tunity Commissiqn, 19%),qtridesign to elYrninate the kind of abuse noted above by Fine when it
milts in unfair hiring practices. The idelines require empiricaLanalysis and evidence that skills
and capabilities sought in employees (nevi applications or applicatitkis for transfer) ere directly
relevant to specific job requirements. Thus, operating within. t'ot Guidelines conceivably could pose
significant new problems and 'additional barriers to the adequate and appropriate consideration of

. transferable skills and-occupational adaptability, For instance, it is not now entirely clear how to
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acceptably assess or estimate skills or other individual attributes that maynot be required by an im-
mediate job, but that may be required subsequently for cross-training in a related occupation. Also,
it.is more difficult to show clearly, that widely useful but ordinarily ill-defined attributes (such as,
for example, integrity, initiative, and decision making) are as directly related to the successful per-
formance of a set of job tssks is are other more technical trade skills. (For a discussion of several
amp relevant to the impaet of the riuidelbsts, see Wiant, 1977, p. 17.)

EquallY important for education and work programs was the finding that surprisingly little is
known about job mobility and job changing. When is a job change a significant change? Row Much
of occupational mobility reflects a significant change in the work performed? "flow much merely
reflects a change of employers with little actual change of woik performance requiiements" Answers
to such questions are largely lacking and hinder efforts to provide more effective educational pro-
grams responsive to individual needs for career planning, preparation, and progression. Especially
important is the lack II iividence ab9ut the factors that may contribute to or inhibit mobility, and
the relative importance a skills and other personal characteristics to occtipational change. .

McKinley (1976)pointed out thiit,

Direct measurement of transfers is extremely difficult because [such measurement1
requires longitudinal cohort analyses, which are both expensive and time consuming.
Also, there is the possibiiity that patterns af occupational transfer differ from one
area to another. At present we have only crude definitions and quantative meisures
of occupational transfers, and we have barfly begun to analyze their significant
determinants (p. 2-3).

Dixie gOmmers and Alan Eck (1977) noted that,

Occupational mobility is an important but relatively unexplored fact of labor
market behavior and of the supply and demand structure of occupatioru. . . .

Because of itstomPlexity, occupati;nal mobility has been one of the more
difficult types of labor force behavior to quantify (p. 3).

_ Descriptive studies of the najilre and mount of mobility in the labor force are beginning to
become available and they can alte important contributions to oir overall information about
and understanding of mobility. lh addition to descriptive studies, howeVer, new approaches to
research and development are needed that focus explicitly on the implications of mobility for edu-
cation and training.

For example, it can be hypothesized that occupational change may involve changes or differ-
encea inthe methods, content; or context of work. Figure 2 notes examples of each possible type
of change in methods-content-context. It can be seen that these three characteristics can be essen-
tially the same between two occnpations, or they can be quite different between occupations.

Researchers interested in the study of mobility are encouraged to develop and examine the
use of mach scheines as a starting point for investigations of possible distinctions between signifies*
changes in occupations and job performance and those that are not sieificant. For instance, exist.z,
ing or new data on occupational change (e.g., titles of jobs held at two different times) miik be
ke-examisied to determine (a) when a change represented aaignifiCant change (as defined by variout
classi(ication schemes), (b) the proportion of significant changes to all occupational shifts by a par-
ticular sample within a cohort, and (c) other factors correlated with significant job changes that
may help to explain differences between job warformance requirements and the relative importance
of skills and personal 'characteristics in sigmlicant job change.

1 1
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COMM? CONVEX?
DOMAIN
(eeseepts

(Took*, Oldens (Wadi
Aelleidee) Ailed iii4Na) Situothes)

MIBISMNIMINOIMMINIIIMM/

ItAAMPIASS

Same

17'4 1

a, Mange in rank from Junior Programmer, to Progrernmer,
to Senior Programmer.

b. Mange in rank from Aseociate Professor to Profeseor.

c. Clerk-Steno III to iiecrets;ry I.
-

Differ, nt a. Design Engineer for governmnt research, to Design Engineer
for consumer product production, sam employer.

b. Navy Cook (retired) to Institutional Cook (civilian).
c t

Different Different a. Aerospace Systems Analyst for training requirements of new
.' equipment, to Systems Analyst for Public Vocational Edu-

cation Systems.

.b. Medical Secretary to Legal Secretary. -
c. Business Data Programmer to Scientific Data Programmer.

Different Saint s. Secondary English Teacher to Secondary Social Studies
Teacher.

1
b. flying Instructorlsingle-engine mop) to Flying Instructor

(2-engine jet).

c. Truck.Driver (light panel) to Thick Driver (heavy tractor-
trailer).

a. Skilled Craftsman to :11oreman.

b. Secondary Teacher to Assistant Principal.

Different Different Same a. PrittgTOSI upwardihrough key rungs of career ladder, from
'Orderly, tol2N, to RN, to MD Intern.,

Flight Engineer to Commercial Pilot.
-

t. C. Bricki4er (house construction) to Real &tate Agent.

Different Same Different a. Liberal Arts Major in Psychology to lialeaman.

b. Business Major to Auditor,

Different Different Different a. Liberkl Arts Major in Philosophy to Broker.

b. Housewife to Riveter.
a

c. Electronics Technician to Develonntentel PlYchc4.01Iiit-

Figure 2. Example of charges in job methods, content, and context.
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To encourage and facilitate such inv'estigetions, the proiect has compiled a catalog of existing
data bases and claulfication schmes (Ashley, 1977). The catalog can be a useful-moue* far the
development of alternative approaches to the investigation of occupational change and mobility. It
provides a quIck and concise reference to the content of 55 existing and diverse occupational data
beau and 24 classification schemes. Abstracts of each data base and classification scheme include
such information u: identification, investigator, location, document...ion, access, design informs-
don, s4biect variables, occupational variable% aid orgsnixation variables. is strongly recommended
to researchers end other readers interested .in occupational mobility.3

Occupational Adaptability

Many ideas related to Occupational adaptability and transferableskills are not new. It is, there- ;

f ore, surgr:4ing and difficult to explain why so little seems to have been done to better understand
and applfthe coucepti.

At any rate, 20 years ago, in his "reexamination" of the concept of the transfeiability of skills,
Sidney Fine (1957a) Orovided a definition thattems te apply equally well to whit is riferred to
here as occupational adaptability:

The movewent of workers with certain knopledges and abilities from one job to
another . making possible the continuous use of developed knowledges andA
abilities (p. 803).

More recently, Douglas Sjogren (1971) defined an adaptable individual as one who can generalize,
transfer, or form associations so that the skills, attitudes, knowledge, and weasel chigacteristics that_
have been learned oi developed in"One cäiitátiwreadIly used in 4 different context.

While it seems apparent that everyone has skills that are transferable it is equally apparent that
some people are more occupationally mobile and adaptable than others. i'he explanation for differ-
ences in adaptability remains an important unsettled issue. However, part of the explanation appears
to be related to differences in individual awareness of one's own skillsend abilities.

It seems to be a sad fact that a great many people don't really know a great deal about their
(Awn eitriliutes and their level of development, Most probably Ani not taken complete stock or
tried to enumerate their personal repertoire of skills, knowledge, and personal characteristics, nor
the level of their development.

Lack of self-knowledge or self-awareness can be a significant birrier to adaptability. School;
could make a significant coinribution by making deliberate efforts to.help students better under-
stand and become &Ware of their skilis, knowledge, and personal characteristics and theiilevels of
development (see also,74iguel, 1977). McKinley (1976) suggested that "developmental exercises
and information must be provided so people can clarify their understanding of their own prefer-
ences and abilities, and relate them to career opportunities" (p. 49). Moreover41cKinlay concluded
from his review .of literature and research, that:

Worker trait research clearly indicates that education should enable students oto under-
stand their own abilities and preferences . such self-understanding can Also identify
developmental needs in areas ranging from physical strength to decision making (p. 11).

'3Fuli
information for ordering the catalog (Information Series No. 104 ), and any of the othpr project reports,is included inside the back cover.



The correspondence betwesn the level of development of an individual's skills, related knowl-
edge, and personal characteristics, and the level of development required for job performance partly
describes'one's potential for successfully adapting to a particular job. The wnditions for job per-
formance, the organizational climate, woric environment, the job conditions ur....4er which skills "re
usedi and an individual's prior experience in applying personal and other attribuos inder a range
of conditions may affect one's adaptability. In many cues, work environments a fne conditions
for job performance, suggest that other kinds of skills, knowledge', and/or attitud.s, such as social
skills, knowledge of work routines, and high levels of toleration for repetitive tasks, may be more
important than specific technical skills.

For example, Marcia Freedman (1976) pointed out that "all jobs require a degrer of socializa-
tion, in the sense that the new worker has to become accustomed to (or adapt to) the habits, mores,
and routines of the workplace and the work groups" (p. 92). She further rerninds'us that lbere are
a groat many occuationa for which specific technical skills are minimal and no vocational prepara-
tion is required. Thus, in automobile or electronics assembly lines, vesy little technical learning is
required, and

adequacy is more a matter of tolerating the work and becoming conditioned to
Performing reptititive tuks day after day than it is a matter of acquOing [ tech-
nical) skills (p. 92).

Also, studies of the transitions of aerospace engineers to employmint outside of the aerospace in-
dustry show that the organizational climate or conditions in a new work environment, such es for
example, the age or sax of supervisors, may have significant end differential affects on adaptability
and adjustment (Rittsahouse, 1967). McKinley (1970 has suggested that "the area a tht work

Juntiranniants. Mine. toinchuicancialandArganizationalawnstamyelintthiphygicalitigrowk_
ings, seems a pronging area of itudy of job changes, including occupational transfers" (p. 35).

Adaptability awl 'fralning Needs

It seems reasonable that the lower the correspondence betweetandividual attribute develop-
ment and job requirements, the leis transfer of skills expected, and the more likely it is that supple- -

mental training will be required. In other words, an adaptable person is oda who, in general, powwows
"ppropriate skills sad is able to transfer or apply them effectively to performance in a neo job with

minknum of supplemeltal training.

Eatensivo

Naed
for
additional
training

Low High
of correapon done. betwaan

attributing and job requitals:ants

Figure 3. The relationahip of,transfer to training.
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Thus, for example, in the cur of a retired Navy. cook Waling a cook in a civilian inslitution,

the potential for sucteinfully adapting to thit.new job situation with minimitm retraining la expected

to be good because, in vneral, (a) the degree of corrwinpndence between the skills, rolatvd knowl-

edge, and other personal requirements of the two jobs is likely to be highLthit Is, the indvidual
attribute gained in or ragged by the first job are similar to thtme required' by the second, and

(b) the degree at correspondence between The conditions for performance exPectod by both jabs

is likely to be reasonably high; that is, the work context or conditions for performance in the second

job, while different, are expected to be very similar to those in the first job.

However, in the more extreme case otan electronics technician becoming a developmental
paychalogist, the potential for successfully idaptinito the new job situation is almost entitsly
dependent upon substantial training. Little or no correeptindence is expected between either the
attribnte requirements of the twojobs (enntent & methods) or between their conditions of perfor-

mance (context).

The time and costs emaciated with training or retraining for an occupational change can be
prohibitive for both individuals and employers. Perhaps the Value and importance of transferable
skills.and occupational adiptability are best illustrated in this light. To the extent that the sltills

and performance requirements of jobs are similar, and individuals perceive the similarities and are

able be transfer their skills and knowledge's effectively, training time and costs can be reduced and

can reflect significant savings to individuals and employers.

Raymond Christal and Joe Ward (1966) have pointed out some of the e concerns for occu-

pa onal adaptability and for the coats of training in the militery. The)L n

Every man . . . has been assigned a specialty code number, indica
primarilY trained, to perform jobs in that specialty. Enlisted
Force change jobs on an average of once every two years, and can be moved freely

from any job to any other job having the same *Welty number. When an airman
changes jobs, a major cost to the Air Force is the amount of time required for him
to reach the same level of proficiency in his new job gate hed attained in the jób

from which he was transferred. It jobs within twecigties are not homogenous, the
Air Force pays in two ways. First it must continually support a large and expen-
sive retraining program; and second, at any point in time, a large number of men
will not have resched,proficiincy in their current assignment. . . . The Air Force
could not possibly maintain sgparate training mimeos tor every job. Nor could it
move penonnel to 'meet chiinging priorities unless jobs and individuils are clustered
into a limited num* of managenient categories.. .. It seems clear that jobs should
be grouped into specialties in a manner which minimizes the overall crom-training
time among jobs Within specialties (p. 11.02)4

Similar concerns appeared to underly a series of inv'estigations of the "substitution potentiale"
in the skilled occupations reported by Hans Hofbauer and Paul kanig (1972). With reference to the

system of occupational training in WestGermany, Hofbauer and !Canis pointed out that:

that in the Air Force:

that he is
the Air

Quiets! and Ward, and a numkr of their colleagues at the Personnel Research Inboratory at Idackland Air

Force Use, Tinumohave developed encedeecribed an elaborate computer-bered model, called Use MAXON Cluster-
ins Model (Maximizing an Objective 'unction), to accomplish tha clustering of jobs'to minimize croes-training
time (ie., for example, Rottenberg & Cbristal, 1981; Archer, 1986; Ward, 1961).
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$ critkisin a the present viten! of training relates priniull y to the fact thathe
number of officially recognized skilled occupations (requiring either a dhese`of
priiiminary theoretical instruction or on-the-job practicalinstruction it still \
much too great, despite I considerable lumber of deletionL . It issaid that
occupational trainhig is, as a resultof this, remtired too specialized and that the
occupationalmobility of gainfully employed persons is compromised :
occupiitional areas are to be formed, in whist, /the Most important aspects at the . \
training for several Mated skilled occupations ere grouped together . . training .

should th'usimpart knowledge and skills which are requite for different, but
relatekkompations (p. 4i. -

1

The investivitors hypotissized that, "individual categories of' taining tor theiI4IIdoccupI.
tions are polyvalent with respect to alteroatiie positions of.employment; that'it, tha ns with
a particular background of training can meet the requirements of varied Positions of em .loyment"
(p. 2). Morecom, the polyvmhence of training backgrounds can be due prititarily to a highstirei of
sinrilarity in the occupational functions involved, or to the "coincidence of many of the batantive
ski)ls afforded by different courses of training" (p. 3). Hofbauer and Konig further noted that:

It is possible .. .for various paths of training to iravetin cominot. *bole "molecules"
a substantive skills afforded by way of such Wining. 'In Ws caw the polyvalence'
of the training backgrounds is related mire closely to the irth overlap of the
substantive skills afforded by the4raining (p. 3).

-
-

Hotbauer and Kiinig-found that, for nosily half (45:1%) of the posts held by gainfully eniployed
maleithat require pine training.supervisors said that "trzining in another omipation would
in lieu of-f training hr Rho primary skilled occupational catmgory..4' p.9). The arias the great*
"substitutive interrelationships" existed wev occupations within each of the fields of caastruction,
metalworking and electrical technology, and the conimercialotcupetions. Nolletft,`Lch skilled
trades as roofer, painter, tailor, interior decorator, baker, end butcher had a-low przwortional
of alternative deafgi?ations of skilled occupationt. Moreover, the investigators rejected the thesis
that "the poly- 'lent natuie of job%can be traced exclusively to the phenomenon of speciailzation
a the rupee sr occupational functions" (p. 14). Some of the polyvelence among jobs seems to.be
duo to blush. `o k 5e

4

,
In both of them Netting' substantial effort and-resources are targeted toward reducing the time

and costa ot training and Irma-training. 'The/Point out the potential value and importance of trani-
fetable skills and tratafer process skills for individuals and employrke.

. -

Fine (1957a) puts the concern for skills and abilitiec,for jcb transfeiinte context whoo he re-
minds us that:

't Althoirgh shriller skills and knowledges'can be icientified amOig jobsithr: accuracy
or utility of this identification depends on the degree to which the skill, and krowl-
edges are specifically defined, and determination by cootrollild study waither such
similarities wilJaId or hinder transfer. . : ; Knowledge Of so-called Moan possibil-

, kiss . ie not i:oiv itself a midair fector Pi placement ectivity. Much m to funds-
pi mental limit4ons otist. With irorkers, career framework coati& dtions appear

to bo *quail,' important. With employers, such flictors all themantra, condition
of the labor niarket and the character of th Job specifications by wi,ith they hire

.
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. are . Quite, apaii from the decisions of individuri workera or employers,
institiStiintal fictors exist, stich u union uoritrols. which place restrictions on
transfer (p. 816).

In.short, skills alone ao not dckerniine,one's.adaptabiliti, or for that matter, one's occupational .4,

mobility. There atIpear to be a variety of othkr factors involved, such as, for example,UniOil controls,
personal career conaiderations, and conditions of the labor market,.and we do not know a greaksleal
about their relativr importance or influeneo,

4'

In the absence of any hard evidence to the contiary., it seims reasonabls to assume that
attitudes, and knowledge, are indeed among,the impOrtantfactors in adoptability. MoreViort while

.schools do not apnear to be able to do a great deal about many of the other types of factors thkt
might be iMportant to job changing and adaptability, ihey tan have isignificant influence On the
development of skills, Attitudes, and knowledge. a

, Neverthefeet, we are faced with a major dilemma: In general, the best situationslor the siidy ..

end Understanding of adeptabbity, and those w.here the transfer of skills and characteristics ant.most .
. 1ike1}-to be importantkappear to be those that require-major shifts in emblaymint kad major changek
in dccupadopal performance. Unfortunately, these situations are the land in,whioh othei factors, \
such asthma noted above, also-are likely to be important, and their influence-ionfounds and-com:
',Biotin the effects and importance of skills and personal charicteristics.' ,,.ki:,,-

a ' I ,':. (
- e '7

tifying tranpferabletskills, William Ashley and
.. Ifowever, in the project's exploratory the usefulnesi of taskclanifications for iden-

,
Ammero1ng(1977).nOtetthat, .- -

4 1.
Thelransfer of t skill can bl experiencedawhen air ixisting skill- muSt belsedoin a
context or situation itlifferent. froln-that in 'which.kwas'originally developed or

.used (transfer is evidenced when) new tasks are lened withiess time or
'effort than Posaible witliout the previous learned ability (O. 10).

^ . 01.

0-

they-tpointed out, that while transfer can.occur when si wiirker changes fro& one occupation to
quite a different occupation, "an equally important occksion for skill tran44er occurs when an exist.:
ing skill must be applied in the.samejob but underdifferent circuthstances then previously required"
(p. 10). Moreover, Wiant (19771 noted substantial consensus among empkoyers that content-specific
skills seem to transfer more.easily in moves from assignmentlo asaignment within an ocoupation
than ip moves between oceupatioris (p. 12)..

A series of studies-reported-by Jerome:Moss and 'several Of his colleagues described an interest-,

ing altervtive way of examining transferabje skills and adaptability within a iingle job, thps avekling
many of the,confounding factors usually associated with a major change of employment. In theiv-
studiesso 'develop amernpirical procedure to map the technical conceptual domsins and structures
of workers Moss, Puce! Smith,' and Pretvier (1970) were able to distinguish betw'een whattliey called
"flexible" and "inflexible" Workers. Flexible,TV and radio coMmunications repairmen were those
who satisfactorily performed a pester vaTiety of TV arid radio repair tasks than inflexible workers.

, *AI

5 Whether, in fact, one chooen to enter a Job', or be'C'olnes employed in a job where the likelihood 'of succees---:
Ii good, obviously depends upon a number of ot.her conditions. Pox exaMple. the perceived correspondence betwrmin
the individual's needs and Interests anti the reinfo*rcers aviiileble In the Articular win.% environment will likely be .

important considerations kia Anportant are the :teed and the opnrtunity to get the job, the job location, and
the requirrenta for credentials.

'
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'If a wide variety of different kinds of service calls had to be assigned to technicians during the urse
o( a work day, flutible.workers wen those chosen by their supervison for the most novel, unusual,
or complex assigtfments. Inflexible workers were those least likely to be chosen for those types of

.... univalent& (p. 75).-

Significant differences in the technicel conceptual domains and structures were found between
flexible and inflexible workers. These differences may provide clues-and help to expla'm the flexible

adaptalia) worker's apparent facility and 'UMW in effectively transOrring and applying tech-
nical knowledge to a variety of noVel and complex repair tuks.

Adaptebility and Vocational Education

'The project's overriding interest and concern for occupational adaptability and skill transfer
were their implication& for relevant and effective education. Current problems and iimtroversy over ,
studentileaving school without &dimwite command of basic skills in 'expression, comprehension, and

-'arithmetie, ind.the finding, that by some estimations, over 1/5 of the nation's population Is Iusc-
tiondily oar functioning with difficulty, and is unabre to cope effectively with daily life
(Northfutt, 1975, p-12), should lead to extrme caution in the aesumptions made about the nature
and detelopment of transferable skills. -It would be unsafe, for instance, to take for granted that be-
ism some skills are common to or widely applicable in a range of different, everyday situations,
they are also easy to develop or to apply in new contexts.

-Over 50 years ago, Bonier and Mouman (1924) observed that:

mostachoolsubjects had their origin in practical needs. However, the practical
activities of daily life are not b:oken up into arithmetic, geograpiy, history, and
otherdivisions of materials as organized into school subjects... .- Unfortunately,
the individual facts end processes of these respective aspect& of life have been so
brought together to mike subjects of study that theyhave become separeted from
the situations in which thexere needed and for which they are of use.. .. Their

'separation from life has b&ome so nearly complete that children have failed to
see that in-school experience and out of school experience have any connection
or relationship. It is very largely because of this want of connection that school
experience has made so little desirable difference in the behavior of pupilsaskitside
of school and in after life (p. 67-68).

While progress may have been made, Sidney Marland's now famous address on career education
to the NatiOnal Association of Secondary School Principals in 1971 reiterates many'of the same COn-
earns And cautions expressed nearly 50 years earlier by Bonser and Mouman.

Calvin Taylor (1978) has noted that:

The,great breadth and complexity of mindpower potentials revealed by research
suggests that schools at all levels are puch too narrow intellectually. . . . Talent
research findings now cry out loudly.. . . that too many school activities are not
relevant and too many relevant activities are not occurring in schools.. . Teach-
ing for multiple talents, therefore, offers the best hope of systematically reaching
sikeli and every student in our classroom. . . (p. 100-101)
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In his remarks at the dedicttion of The Center for Vocational Educatioh, Hugh Calkins (1969b)
then Chairman of the National Advisory Council onNocational Education, observed that:

Most of those who fail to learn to figure, read, and write in our schools, fail
because schooling seems to them an exercise in (utility. Books which are
irrelevant to their interests, classes which are oriented towards further years
of sch after the twelfth grade, mathematics which seems to serve no useful

not get thrattention of boys and giris brought up to solve immediate
Roble . . the connections b.twIçn reading and employment, arithmetic and
income, writing and self-respect, m be made clear. To the public, these con-
nections are obvious. The public exp.3ti that schools will mak. them.obvious to
thri studen (p. 4).

In tracing th lution of tile concept of equality of educational opportunity, James Coleman
(1968) found that a tical and as yet unsolved 'dilemma in the secondary school curriculum grows

-out of the implicit assumption that a child's expected future is given:

the dilemma is directly d the social structure itself: if there were a virtual
absence of social mobility with everyone occupying a fixed "estate in life, than
such curricula that take the future Ili given (e.g., college preparation or occupational
curricula) would provide equality of opportunity relative to that structure. It is
only because of the high degree of occupational mobility between generations
that is, the greater degree of equality of occupational oPportunitythat the
dilemma 'rime (p. 14).

I.

Reflecting the concern of one of the earliest of the National Advisory Councils for Nocational
Education,Sugh Calkins (1969a) pointed out that, "the rapidity with which Aminicans will change,*
jobs in their lifetimes must lze matched by the variety and accessibility of training programs through
which new skills and subject matter can be learned at any age in *very locality" (p. 3). Commenting
further on the nature of what seemed to be required, Calkins (1969b) noted that:

!Mt

The public does not expect that the schbol will train all students in all skills to
levels of employability which will require no further training from emplcOrs. . . .

r-----What the public eXpects is basic training for employment for all students. Young
people who do not go on to four year colleges need basic skills . . . many industrial
employers, as a matter. of fait, are mush more interested in basic skills and attitudes
of prospective employees; than they are in the specific ability to run their particular
machine. The notion that schools "cheat" students by ghdng them paitial prepara-
tion foi industrial employment is a myth that dose not correspcind to reality (p. 3-4).

More recently, the COVERD committee (Committee on Vocational Education Research and
Development) of the National Academy of Sciences has completed its assessment of vocationg *du-
education research and development. Discussing the changing focus of vocational education, the
COVERD committee (1976) noted that:

Because individuals can expect to shift occupations several times during their
working lives, kis important to design vocational curricula that provide a useful
basis for occupational versatility. . . vocational education programs should teach
multiple and generalizable skills that will prepare people better for mid-career
changes.. The objective of training students for occupational versatility humot
been easy to meet. Vocational education R & D has not successfully solved the
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problem of training people for the specialized technical skills required by certain
. occupations and, simultansoudy, preparing them for a broader range of job op-

portunities (p. 99 and 11).

One example of how vocational educe on has attempted to sOlve the problem is the so-called
clustcr curriculum:On the otherhand, an example of its feilure to solve the problem might be the
contipited and almost exclusive reliance on job placement in an'occupoion related to training as
the criterion for program success.

A

austireurricula. In short, Oiii cluster approlch -to curricurum mid ignstruction essentially at-
tempts to identify requirements or characteristics common to a group of related occupations.
Learnin&then is to be focused on therthequirements. i..

1

. Cluster curricula, especially those that attempt to uldriKtMe estimite of similgrity in akal and
ability uirementa of jobs, would have much to recomniind them. The concept ofslistering coo-
tin to he of value, and ,lies a variety of uses In career guidance, orientation, end exPloration.; , ..

wever, clustering does not slim to have found widespread acceptance or use for actual vo-
catio reparation. Even where clusters have been used in manpower progiams of the U.S. Depot
ment pf Labor, their use has been primarily for objectives like occulmtional exploration time, for
example, Donovan, 1976). While thee Seems to be a tonsiderable amount of continuing interest
in clutter approacheelo curriculum, and a fair amOtint of information describing Alternative typee
and rationales for clustering, there seems to be a dirth of information or empirical data (e.g., follow-
up studies of graduates) to verify the effectiveness of the approach.

There are as many different apprdaches or bases for clustering occupations attlwre sre differ-
ent ways of Alescribing job& Thus, occupational clusters have been developed based upo aimilarity
in 'web areas asequipment, materials, processes, location, skill requirements, and worker iriits such
as temperaments, general educaConal development, aptitudes and physicei domande, ar combinations
of Any of these characteristics.

There have also been attempts to develop occupadonal clusters or classifications using emit.
ulum areas as the basis far clustering. McKinley (1976) aptly pointed out, however, that the dqiire
to relate occupations and curriculum areas can easily lied to conflisb'm of the dependent and iide-
pendent variables: -

Whereas the intent of vocational' culiculum is to relate education to the labor market,
curriculum area classification systems propose to classify occupations in terms of the
eetablished areas of curriculum specialization. This approach makes the Procrustian
error of attempting to fit the baba market to the existing educational structure.
Thus, such a system contains the inherent denier of failing to describe the labor
market so much as the institutional arrangement of schools (p. 29).

Finally, there seems to be a significant difference between the cluster approach and the project's
concern for occupational adaptability and transferable skills. clustering approaches almost always
begin with a concern for or focus an something outsiie of the persona; that is, with jobs or on. or
mon Nauru Of Jobe, or with school subject matter. The prriblem i diet cluetering principles use
work Woo that do not hive analogs to human attributes. The concern for occupational adaptabil-
ity and transferable aldlls begins, instead, with a primary concern for and focus on the individual.
It is primiied on the assumption that skills reside within and are capacities of people rather than
jobs, and on the belief that it is the responsibility of all of education, not just vocational education,
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to h p each student develop his or her -capabilities to the fullest extent possible, consistent With .

thi# aspizations and gas. These human arributes also can be used to describe job requirement's.

Job placement and rflatedness of training... The previous discussion of the cluster.approich
hits out one of the key problems in relying exclusively on "placement in relatvd occupation"

as thg criterion for estimating a vocational program's success or effectiveness. There are many ways,
little agreement, apd iubitantial difficulties involved in trying to determine which occupations are
related to training and how they are felated(see for example, Wheeler, 1971).

Rupert Evans (1968) has provided an interesting and insigIttful,example of some the problems
iribLvrent in the job placement criterion. He noted that:

There is an interesting conflict betwan our desire to prepare our students for a
wide rafige of employment, and our principal'evaluative measure"proportion of
students employed within three months in the occupatiOn for which trained."
A whiml will ie highest short-term placement recards with a program which:

r

a) prepares for employment in a particular establishment;

b) concentrates on a particular set of skills needed for employment
at that moment in time;

c) carefully shields the student from a view of occupations other
' th!in the one for which he is being prepared;

d) emphasizes only the desirable aspects of employnient in that
occupation;

e) carefully rejects all students who would not be enthusiastically
received by employersvind labor organizations;

f) encourages students not to enter higher education;
41.

sr g) encourages the student to continue in the field originally chosen,/
even if he finds later he is not capable or interested in it.

Such a program would be extremely narrow.and would be rejected immediately
by any high school vocational teacher. Yet this is the program which should be
fohowed to get high initial placement rates (p. 199).

Project involvement with the concepts of transfer;ble skills and octupational adaptability, as
well as the fact that Occupational change is a frequent and pervasive fact of life in this country, lead
to the suggestion that we urgently need to reassess the almost exclusive reliance on training-related
placement as the criteriOn for program effectiveness. Othenvise, those vocational programs that
also effectively develop transferable skilis and characteristics *ill be penalized, along with ineffective
pr ems, if their graduates eventually find employment and succeed in a range of Occupations seem-
ingly unrelated to the course title.

Job placement 4n an occupation related to training should be ime of several alternative measures
of program and atudent success. It is useful when measured soon after graduation as a means of de-
termining societal impact or satisfaction. In other words, if society needs plumbers, are training
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programs developing them? Nevertheless the issue of job-relatedness should be.reimarnihed in the
ligtt of the notions of occupational adaptability and transferable skills. For instance, it could be N

argued that one appropriate success,criterio*for programs deliberately aimed at development of
occupational adaptability and transferable skills might be initial placement in Sind adaptability of
graduates to the widest possible variety of seemingly related and unrelated occupations. The merits
and.feasibility of such a suggestion should be examined critically. Also, at one of the meting* of the
project's Panel of Consultants, Calvin Taylorluggested that we might begin to examine the feasibility
and implications of iuch ideas as for example,. giving "incomplete" trades to all students at the end
of courses or programs until the intended application and transfer of skills and knowledge has or-
cored outiide the classroom and can be dethonstrated.

Skills, Knowledge, and Attitudes

, Identifying transferable skills is complicated by several problems. Two of these are: (a) lack of
'a common or single definition for such basic concepts as skills, attitudes, and knowledge, and (b) in-
adequate knowledge and understanding of the process of transfer and the factors that inhibit or
facilitate the use or application of skills and nal characteristics in different setting&

This section will examine briefly some definitional concerns. A later section will take up the
matter of the transfer of skills.

The definition of skill is a thorny problem because of the different meanings it has for different
people fa diffiseit eintests. In their reviews of literature and roseirch for the project, both Altman
(1976) and flogren (1977) have identified several definitions of skill and each author has discussed a
number of related definitional issues.

.1 ' 1

Three.definitions of skill briefly &waned hereskirdefined as: (a) a learned behavior,
.(b) an-underlyingsomponent f behavior, and (c) the level or dein, of 1:iroficiency of behavior.
These definitions appear to hive tiro things ht common. First, each refers to human behavior.
Second, each directly or hirplicitedly refers to behavior that is, turned. In addition to.these gun-
dons of definition, some related siuestions recurring in conversation about transferable skills are
discussed briefly.

fr

',turned Behavior

one of the most comnion definitions is that a skill Lit a learned ehavior. When a particular set
of conditions has elicited a certain behavior and the behavior has bn reinforced sufficiently, it is
expected to occur again under identical or siMilar conditions. Whei it does, we conclude that learn-
ing has taken place, and that an individdal has acquired or learned a particular behavior or a skill.
By this dermition, skill is equated with behatior and any learned behavior is a skill.6

Also by this definition, knowledte and attitudes may be viewed as different kinds or seta of
.behaviors; that * as psychomotor, cognitive,'and affective behaviors. Thus, hammer nails (predomi-
nantly psychomotor behavior)ladd 'whole numbers (predominantly cognitive behavior), and act

6 Excluded as skills by this definitionin fact, by ail three definitionsare unconditioned reflexes or unlearned
bekaijoni such MS blinkhmi 011.16 yes in rieponan to sudden moventetit, or Arking one's knee when it L. relaxed and

\ -.tapped sharply in the rigid place.
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responsibly (predinninantly.affective behavior) sm tramples of different iypes, or kinds of behaviois
and skills. Obviously, moat behaviors are not bure examples of any of these three types. Instead,
most behaviors are made up of combirkins of tasks that require psychomotor, cognitive, and af-
fectifilh behaviors.

6
Underlying Components of Behavior

Mother definition is that a skill is\an underlying compooent of behavjlor. By this definition, a
skill is a human capacitY or potentiel that resides within individual& Th while akin' are not di-
rectly observable, their existence la infirred from observation of behavior. In other words, the onlY
way of knowing whether an individual has developed a certain capacity or potentialor has acquired
or leaned a certain Skillis by inference through obeervation of behavior. The more often a par-
atelier fahavior occurs,,the mpre assurance there can be that certain skills have been aiquired. Thus,

c* book and corm; change, we would infer the acquisition of such underlying arithmetic skills
if one has been over thite-doint such thinp u, for exaMple, conectly balancing a check-

es addition and subtrsetkin.

By ibis definitionAnowledife and attitudes, like skills, are hypothetical constructsdascribing
types or kinds of human attribute& They are underlying components 4,b.havior whose existence
is inferred from behavior. Thus, the acqiiisition or develoPment of such man ettributu as honesty
end integrity can .be infetred from observations of such behavior as the refuel td lie, steal, or be de-
ceiving.

,

Level or Degree of Proficiericy m Performance

BY either of the previous definitiofs; skills are defined dicho mously. Either One has or does
not hayia particular skilleither one cin rneuure distan a graduated ruler or one cannot.

. .

In contrast, if a skill is defined as the level or degree of proficiency of behavior, then "measure
distances with a graduated ruler" is not necessarily an exampleof a skill. it is simply an example of
a learned behavior.

By this definition, a skill is a characteristic or ! feature of behavior performed at an acceptable
level or degree of proficiency (e.g., the level or degree of accuracy of takihg a measurement). The
level or degreeof proficiency of behavior can be variable or fixed. Thus, for example, "measure dis-
tances accurately tcEthe lowest division of a graduated ruler"and "type quickly and accurately on
an electric typewriter," both deacribe a variable deiree of proficiency, while "measure distances ac-
curately to within plus or minus 1/64 of an inch," and "type 50 words per minute without errors,"
describe fixed degrees of proficiency.

By this definition also, knowledge and attitudes are viewed as underlying components of be-
havior. However, the mere acquisition or development of certain knowledge or attitudescognitive
or iffectivebehaviorsdoes not constitute skill. Rather, the level or degree of proficiency of be-
havior isAhe basis for defining skill. Thus, for example, "getting along with others" could be an
affectiv#Ailfif it were done Iva; that is, it met a specified level of acceptable pioficiency.

In the case of cognitive and affeRive behaviors, skill seems to be defined moft often as a vari-
able level or degree of proficiency. Also, proficiency is often interpreted or defiad in a number of
different ways and is somewhat dependent upon the nature of the behaviOr. 4
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Regarding of the definition of skill, it is convonient to distinguish knowledge and attitudes
from skills as eitheria) different kinds of human attributes, (b) special types of skills, or (c) under-
lying c mats of behaviors or skills. Moreover, regardless of how they am defined or distin-
guish t seems apparent that the acquisition or development ofknowlidge and attitudes can only
be d ed through inference based upon observations of performance. Throughout this report
the phrase *ills and personal characteristics (or just characteristics) has been used to refer to indi-
vidual attributes transferable to or useful in a range of settings. Included among these personal
characteristics are knOwledge, attitudes, temperaments, and personal habits.

General vs. Specific Skills

Implicit in much of the thought and dialog about skills, and in paItieCilIr, transferable skills,
are klie often subtle and WidesPread anumptions that: (a) skills can be dichotomixid somehow into
general skills and specific skills, and that (b) generally applicable, multiple-use (i.e., transferable)
skills an synonytnousiwith general skills. Thesefassumptions seem to be incorrect, or at the very
least mWeaaing, and have contributed to serious misunderstandings.

All skills are specific skilli. The distinction between skill specificity and generality is correct
if it refers to the range or span of skill applicability. That is, general skills may be correctly 'thought
ol us multiple-use skills, what specific Gkills have a more limited or narrow range of application. It
is incorrect if it is intended as a reference to same inherent quality in the natyre of a skill.

A traditional debate in education programs with occupational emphasis or orientation concerns
the matter bf whether these programs should focus on development of specific technical skills or on
more generally applicable occupational skills. This argument is often confounded by the erroneous
distinction between general and spicific skills. In fact, the distinction between general and specific
should be applied to training programs and not to the skills to be learned.

In his discussion of what he called "firmepecific"'skills and knowledges, Rupert Evans (1971).
aoted that economist Gary Becker (1964) provided a useful way of thinking about and describing
the specificity and applicability of skills:

[Becker] identifies a range of training from the very specific, that has no effect on
the productivity of trainees that would be useful in other firms, to the very general,
which incrusts productivity by the same amount in all firms.. . . Training in
typing, which would be considered quite specific by most educators, wOuld be
regarded as "general" since typing skills are useful in many firms.. . . If an employee

only skills and knowledge. wkich were firm-specific, his mobility outside that.
(and perhaps even within the firm) would be quite !Ow, for he would not have

skills which are saluble [i.e., transferable] on a broad market. . . . As firmspecificity
increases, the possibility decreases that workers whO have the needed skills will be
available. . . . Firm.opecific skills and itnowledges should seldom be taught outside
the firm in which they will be used (p. 117).

I I t

Value of Skills

Value does not seem to be inherent in a skill. Differential importance and value are attributed
to different skills, knowledge, and' attitudes by the range of socially approved and valued contexts
within which people must function. Skills essential for effective and safe performance within a
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specific' context usuallx are m6relmportant and can be distinguished from "nice-to-have" but un.
essential skills within that Context.

'%//1.Obviouily, skills, khowledge, or attitudes essential in one context may turn out to be none..
undid, or eirsin undesirable and dysfunctional, in another context. Thus, for example, initiative
may be an im t and valuable attribute for effective performance in a wide range of settings.

- iniluding such con -As voluntary oimmunity action work, or in the maintenance and upkeep
of a home, but ivw no .be necessary or valued in the context of usembly-line production joba.
On the other hand, the project madam; with employer repuentatives identified considerable
egreiniien't on the perceived value,oftertain skills noting thlt, "perhaps more workers lose jobs '
due to the Lack ofpitive attitudes and interpersonal skills than to the absence of other, more
job.specifii 1 Wiant; 1977, p. 12).

Same Examples of Transferable Skills and Characteristics
14

The prOject began with questions shoed occupational change and the importance of skills and
abilities in thisPprocess. The discuesions quickly turned to three kinds or sets of skills' that seemed
to be related to job change: (a) job-chinging or job getting skills, (b) transfer skills, and (c) trans..'
ferable skills and chuacteristitz. Each of these three kinds of skills appear to be especially important
for different purposes in a persoies career. Their acquisition is related to and necessitated in large
part by the expactation that individuatmohility will continue throughout one's working life.

Job-changing or job-gefting skills, such u job seeking skills, interviewing skills, and skills in
resume preparation and in filling out,job applications, are important in seekink and getting a job.
In this context, they do not have a,Me in the performance of the jOb, but they are vitally impor-
tant to the experience of job change, and they are considered to be transferable skills in this dis-
cussion.

(
Transfer skills are different from what are referred to here 'as transferable skills. As used in

the pay h I 'cal literature (ptman, 1970, 1976), transfer skills usually refer to skills and abilities
needed in order to generalize learning, or skills used to detect and to make appropriate applications
of prior learning in nem', setting's or under different circumstances (e.g., stimulus and response gen-
eralization, pefceptnal and discrimination skills);

Transferable skills and characteristics are generally applicable, multiple-use skills; knowledge,
attitudes, and personal characteristics: While it appears that all skillsand personal characteristics
are potentially transferable to some extent and' on some occasions, transferable skills are mast often
generally titou6coi u &kilts and characteristics useful or applicable in aswide range of settings or
different circumstances. The transferability or application of skills and personal characteristics
seems to blfsi.tAat ly der and dependent upon the correspondence between their level of
developntenft and th level ot evelomept required for perfprmance in different situatiops, and on
the extent Cif prio-alicatiin diversi situations. With regard tb work, Robert Stump (1976)
has described tranifir --"the skills and Abilities which an individual, brings with him/her
from job to job, akd hich itich job" (p. 15).

3

Pf these three, tbe proj.cha1dôua.d0primarily onttransferable skrand characteristics.
Schools seem to 'hava4depgreu in providing for development of job-changing skills. Among
othq things, many 9f t ese kInds of skills are taught directly. Resources that make better use of
urrenflabcor fiurketige5mation are being deyeloped for use in improved career arvareness and

guidece programs. Progress i ifii)\evid by the greater,involvement randruponlibility that
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schools'are assuming for job placement, counseling, and follow4hrough activities, and bx such devel-
opments u student competency transcripts'and cooperative work experience programe Ln business
and industry. }lawyer, in contrail° job-changing skills, provision for the development Of occtipa-
tional flexlility and aka' that are transferable appears to be largely an unmet and importantoieed
(Miguel, 1977) with significant implications for. what and how edircation is provided in the future.

It

The project also choseenot to focus On many of the questions about transfer skills raised largely
by Altman: The questions ware fully developed only after many.project activities Wife underway
and seemed to lead in directions that were far removed from the the application to specific jobi and
occupational change. their importance wad recognized and perhaps future research effort should be
devoted to explorations of transfer skills in real (i.e., non-laboratory) settinp.

..When the search began for the ways that researchers and others in business and education iden-
tified the transferable skills ail) project decided to focus on, it found that the more general tke appli-
cability of skills, kdowledge, and attitudes, the more they appear to be the common, everyday capa-
bilities sought by all. In fact, it was concluded that common perceptions about their ordinary nature
were barriers to their adequate identification and deliberate development. Either they were presumed
to be learned or they were too complex to teach.

To date there does not appear to be a single agreed upon list of stdls and personal characteristics
generally applicable airoista broad range of settings. Instead, there are many such lists. Examples of
theldndeidliststhatwere identified by-the-PrOltct include: a1ifociup.tnniI
(O'Neil, 1975), a list of generic skills (Kawula & Smitht 1975), two of human attribute require-
ments of jobs (Nub, Cunningham, & Pass, 1971; and Mecham & ick, 1969), and a list of
transferable skills and personal characteristics identified by foeal b and community regain-
tativis in a series
been included

boughs
to transferable.
above. Usiig
marized as folio

meethip conducted by the project (Wiant, 1977). Each of these five iliti
pendia of.the report for the reader's quick reference.

tz (1977) reviewed for the project a wide ringeof literaiure and research related'
and characteristics, including the work that resulted in several of the lists noted

5-eitagory skill classification scheme of ethe,Generic Skills hoject, Sjogren sum-
his concluiion to the question of which skills are highly transferable.

1. Math tics skills. In the area of mathematics, the evidence seems to be that
skills through what I. utually regarded as first year algebra are transferatile
across many,occupational situations. Skills at a higher order are certainly
transferable but to a much more restricted range of occupations.

9

2. Communication skills. To have some realonible ranie of occupational optiong,
a person should have skills in verbal and nonverbal forms of communications,

4 written expressions and comprehension, and speakingud-listening. The level
of development of these skills seems to be about what might be expected of a
student in the.snondary schools. 4,

3. Interpansonal skills. There seems to be considerable overlap between this area
and the communication skills area. Generally it would appear that a perrn
should be able to carry on a convinn, give intelligible instructions to others,
and generally be able tb attend to others in a positive manner. The importance
of interpersonal skills to worker success has been recognized increasingly in
recent years, to the extent that many organizatiOns provide extensive ecittgationel
programs in this area. This is an area, however, that has received little emphasis
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in the regular educatiotiAl progreds. Thus, it is diffkult to say at what level
f p oficiency high school graduates coutd be expected to hawe developed

I* ikjlli.

Reasoning skilk. Estimatipn and informstion-seeking skills are important
in this area and given spme emphasis in the schools. Other skills like
setting priorities,Vetarmining alternativei, and planningstre probably not
emphasized as much: These skills dp seemimportant, however, for a law
number of occupations.. Perhaps the current educational/training system
does less in this area than in others.

5. Mimipulatiue skills. In the' lasychomotor/sensory area the skills apparently

tiansferable to a large number of occiparions amp to be time of sensory

acuity, manual dexterity, and cOordinatian. Some of these skills may be
more genetically determined than arose in the other areas Skills in this
area are winnable to training, however, and this is another arepin which
our currerkt edutationil and training prograMs may bteornewlat deficient,
(P. 22).

.

*in
addition.to the literature iew144ed byljogren, a number of other reports hay. suggested-

,

Alternative approaches and additional eiamples of skills. Norwell Northcutt, director Of the Adult
-Performance Lowel-Study-(-19.75),-sponsored by-the-U.4.--Office-ot-Edyeation-ipointed-gutOatost-
people learn how to cope with daily life through experienie that can cost,* lot bOth emotionally and
physically.. H. suggested that experience, or functional competencythe ability to apply skills in
evenidaylifecan and should-be taught at alt levels of education to betten prepare people for coping

sumo, ecdnomics, (2) occupational (o occupational relaWd) knowledge, (3) conununity resources,
with rife: He identified fivr general kTwledge areas to deseribe the cont4nt of literacy: "(1) con-

(4jjlealth, and (5) governmakt and law." The project tioted four primary skills that seamed to be
involved-in literacy and to aicimmt for the vast majority of requirements placed on adultsr "(1) com-
munication skills (reading, writing, speeking,.listening), (2) computation skills, (3) problem solving
skills, and (4) interpersansl relations skills" (p. 2).

these knowledge And skill comp6nents appear to bet aologous to or are a want part of ,
what the project has called transferable useful in a wide range of jobeit5k. tar everyday lig
situations. The Adult Performance Level project ,suggesta two practical two 66 6 ndations. First,
special attention and effort should be directed at the identification, descriptio and teaching of
-those often-ignored skills and knowledges acquired by many tIvough costly life experiences. Second,
ways need to be devised io that people can receive appropriate credit otrecognition for functional
competencies, regardless of when or how they are acquired.

A study conducted at the American Telephone and Telegraph Company (Short, Dotts, Short,
& Bradley, 1974) identified the following examples of job tasks, as well as skills, that seem to be part
of_a broader range of occupations than those they studied:

Legible handwriting on contact memos

Accurate, &at arithmetic cilculations

Spelling of common nouns
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Familiarity with job names in business, industry, and gitvernront

Ability to understand and interpret information prisented by phone alone

Ability to cottununicate an attitude of interest and helpfulness (or other
attitudes) by voice alone

Ability tarrimultaneously perform several tasks (e.g., listening, writing,
Working mathematic problems)

Ability to get accurate information from compact reference sourtet such
as tables, charts, and graphs

Flexibility in changing work strategies under different supervisory and
reward conditions

Apply rules to the classification of new examples

Apply multiple procedural rules in a classification task

Listining and talking to people

Constructing learning aids and job aids to guide learning and job
performance (p. 2041).

-Calvin Taylor (1973) has pointed out that 98 talents, human attributes, or inner process skills
have been identified and measured. He suggests a grouping of talents based upon world-of-work
needs. &aides academic talent, he einphaeires five other extremely important types or btoad groups
of talents:

Creative (and productive) talent
Evaluative or decision.making talent
Planning talent
Forecasting talent
Communication talent (p. 88).

Taylor also pCointed out that schools have focused almost exclusively 0Mhe development of
academic talents and have tinded. to ignore developmentof other types of talents. Bemis each
type of talent is important, and research to date has shown that performande in one talent area is
ementWly independent of performance in any other area, he feels that students and schools must
make more deliberate effcirtito emphasise and develop abilities in each of these dietinct areas of
talent:

.001

While it is relatively saw tAi find oi generate lists of skills such as those cited in the examples
above, thew do not appear to be objective or non-abitrary criteria to decide whether one list% bet-
ter or more valid than another. The composition of such lists of widely applicable skills would change
with the use of different schemes for classifying jobs. For instance, skills such minimum pro-
fielesey in the use of common hand tools, might be included in a list of widely appliesble skills of
weaned "blue collar" jobs, Or jobiclassified u dealing primarily with "things," but they are far
lees likely to be the skills generally applicable to "white collar" jobs or to jobs dealing primarily
with "people" or "data" (Ashley & Ammerman, 1977).



Another limitation of such skill or attribute lists is that all of the itemsgeom to be of Squid im !
portance, and all the skills or attributes somehow seem to get reduced to a single level of specificity.
The lists do nol reflect adequately, if at ail, the interrelationships, specificity, richness, and complex-
ity of some skills and combinations of skills. It is vary difficult to cross-reference items in several
liets, or to combine or consolidate lists.

Two brief examples may help to explain and illustrate these points. Consider the apparent dif-
feronces among the items below which could represent skills or knowledge in three different lists, or
even more problematically, could be included separately in the ume list. Do they represent differ-
ent levels of specificity for essentially the ume knowledge and skill(s)? Or, do they represent dif-
ferent skills and knowledgerr

Social skills nteded
in work

Getting ilong with
others

e

Knowing ,

That acceptance by the work .

group is highly desirable

What constitutes a good day's
work .

Which persons have views ac-.
ceptable to the group; which
do not

Which persons must be listened
to politely, but then ignored

Which persons must be pointedly
ignored

Which persons can be spoken
to frankly

Which persons must be misled

The problem of lost and confused meaning inherent Sri lists of short words or phrises can be
illustrated by a quotation froin Sir Frederic Bartlett in which he described *hat one of these lists
might mean by "problem solving" skills.

The problem of transfer may be one of training individual jusIgment to determine
whether many different jobs may not actually be approached by identical
methods. . . . We should st the learner from a very early stage-on the witto
realize that the number of ways of doing tiling& is very far short of the number
of things that have to be done, and that the methods, procedures, and plans of
attack remain much the urn. in circumstances Anil for problems which at first
sight appear very different from one another (Fine, 1957a, p. 809-810).

7 Incidentally, Bruce McKinley 1976) noted Wilt, despite griat strideeboing made to teach such kinds of social
skills, the so-called "teachable content" of jobt Liineelly turns out 14:1 be the technical skills, While the social skills that 1

are sometimes more important are omitted from consideration (p. 30), Eupeit bane (1971), from whom most of the
examples in the chart above were drawn, also,peinted out that moat vocational course content concentrates almost
xclusively on technical skills. Educators often ovellooy or pay tittle attention to-the social skills and knowledge that
are common throughout an occupational field and can be !earned inadvance of entering emplOymint (p. 141).
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How much of the richness and meaning orhis'point would come thiough if ii were reduced to the
two words "problem solviLg" in ajist? i

;
, ' Aside from its use,,to Wustratia perceived shortcoming of skill Usti, Bartlett's statenient has
importeure for education and training. 'In light of the fatniliar problem that skills taught in school
.4ter are not applied effettkvely ou e of the leaining arttim (e.g., doing arithmetic in school vs.
applying arithmetic on :Job), it tharapplication and practice of a skill under a variety of
,reaiketic life and work performance ecinditions should piciiitate subsequent application or transfer
to a wider rangi of settinp outside of the school. .

.

a..., ,* . , s.
.

%I Proiect hal co= to several tentative conclusions about how skills and abilities should be
thought of in order to be aware of And to develop them in ways that enhance their transter.

1. Skills are not the same as behavior; The presence or acquisition of skills is lamed from

fr the observation of behavior. -

2. 'Knowledge and attitudes ars also inferred from observed behavior and, in combination
with skills, result in behavior.

3. Skills, knowledge, and attitudes entail learned, and are potentially transferable.

4. . The specificity and geniality of knowledge, skills, and attitudea,in the discussion of
transferability are not qualities inherent in the knowledge, skills, and attitudes. Rather,
specificity and generality ere inferred from the range of situations in which they can be
applied to produce effective behebior.

5. It has been relatively easy to identify lists of skills, knowledge, end attitudes that are
,broaaly applicable and transferable, but such lists are leas than'perfect for a number of
reasons.

Despite this state of less than rerfect knowledge and total consensui, the project has come to
some understandings about how these thoughts and ideu can be applied to the practice of education
at all levela

. ,

Some Practical Suggestions and Applications

Develop Human Potentials or Capacities for Performance

Earlier sections on the definitions of skills, knowledge, and attitudes, and the previous examples'
of transferable skills and characteristics, have attempted tp illustrate the natUre of transferable skills
end the nature of potential content for learning. While these discussions limy have impliedilat edu-
cation can 'and should be knowledp-based or foeused primarily on learn/ Jig specified content and
skills, *is was riot the intention. RathesrtheAtetention wail to suggist am al tint to knowledge-
based schooling. The alternative is student-centered instruction focused on s. development,of
individual performance potentials, capacities, or talent areas, rather than the acquisition of knowl.
edge by students. Education that results only in knowiedge'sr4uisitio would noi be suffieient to
sums adaptability. The focus should be on helping each learner op the ftill rang of his rig
bar talents, potentials, or inherent Lumen attributes to levels that *neg. dim to perform ef.
fectiveli in a variety of settings. This section attempts briefly to describe and Illustrate some of the
key featuree 7 such an alternative approach,
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.` It should Vs noted at the Outset that the acquisition of knowledge, skills, and behaviors certainly

is an important outcome and an importantaneans toward the end of student-centited learning. Thus,

it is not suggested that individual capacities or talents can somehow be singled-out or aeveloped in

the abstract or in the absence of a meaningful and impottant context. Such a notion is about aa ab-

/surd u the idea that they are also wed, applied, nr requited inifolated or abstracted forms without
atw reference to a meaningful end or to aecomplishment'pf an important tmit. Rather, subject mat-

ter, knowledge and content should provide ineaniogful and relevant mintexts as learning vehicles for

the development of individual attributes., .

'-However, sliciols cannot prepare students for all future contingencies.. Not only is the futtire

unknown, but what speculation there is abont it suggests that it will clanget Additionally, McKinley
-(1976) pointed out that, "people are multiteiented, occupations have flexible requirements, and the

interaction is dynamic" (p:49). Educators somehow need to decide which skillei knowledge, Or be,

haviors are intended-for learning, and what levels of proficiency ere intended to be developed by stu-

dents. Critical decisions Must be made about what is hiportant for learning,vhat is merely "nice-to-

. know," and what is nonessentiel. Moreover, decisions about what is learned also affect how learning

takes place. $ .

).?

The findings of thevroject.make thexase thit transferable skills s'nd characteristics should be

ameing the more important outcomes of siVent learning. These dearly go beyond the bmic three
R's_generally posed as the essential tuk of edneation. Moreover, teaching for skill transfer and ,Itp-

ph-cation seems bribe aniffective way of teaching the basics (Miguei1,1977):-

education is supposed to provide the student with tasks-which will have significant

. utility over some non-trivial period of time-rand preferably throughout his remaining
life ... tasks fOr which Krucation provides an opportunity to achieve performance
capability should be basic in some sense... That is, they should have broad rather
than narrow applicability in the student's life (Altman, 1970, p. 58)..

Human potentials or attributes cin be thought of and have been described in a number ofedif-

ferent ways. For instance, Calvin Taylor (1977.) has described them as "multiple intellectual talents,"
"inner processes," "mindpower," and "brain-power resources." .He also has reminded us that a most
kmportant and repeatable finding in psychology is that people differ in'any and every human charac-

teristic considered, and that

in examining several characteristics within the same person, the uSual finding is that
different characteristics do not exist to the same degree or in the same concentration
or intensity within any individual (p. 1).

The list of basic human attributes by J. Pus & William Cunningham (1975), and the list by
Ernest McCormick & Robert Mecham (1976), were both noted earlier and represent othir ways of
deicribing human potentials for performance. Shown on thetnext page is an abbreviated version of
some of the attributes hcluded in these two lists.8 Many of these items are quite different from
those noted by Taylor. Nevertheless, there appears to be soms similarity between many of the cog-
nitive abilities shown here and the broad MAN oi intellectual talents described by Taylor, and both

I; Complete lists and d4fiiiitions of the attributes identified in theie two sources are included in the Appendix
of thia repOrt.
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0261thriV5 ,ABILITIBil PSYCHOMOTOR ASILITIES MOORY CAPACITIES

1. agent *- 1. control Precision 1. Near Visual Acuity
& Fenn Feseeption 2. Idultilimb Germination 2. Far Visual Amity
3. Perimetual Sneed 3. geectien 3. Depth Piremition
4. Spada& Paannimp 4. Sys-Hand Goordiaition 4. Color Diairinsinetion
15. Spatial °dentition I. Manual Deaterity h. Auditory Acuity

'O. Vimalisetice b. Fame Dexterity I. Transmit Dientatinatlea
7. Nusaboi Facility 7. Ann-liand Steadiness
S. Measeste I. Salamis* litratith
9, Venal Comprehension 9. Italic dtrendth

10. Gesaumr 10. Mama Strength
11. Spalling 11. Body Imillibriuni
12. raereadoma Maley 12. Santini
13. 1destioad Fluency
14. Samiti4ity to Problems
Ili. Deductive Ilessonine
1d. lades** Reasoning
17. Orislindity
IL Seidel Latinism*
19.
20.

AsithAie Judinuent
Musical Aptitude -NN

Figure 4. Examples of human attributes or capacities for performance.

t
represent basic human potentials, capacities, or talents (as opposed to task performance capabilities
such as "work as a member of a team," "organize work activities of others," and "solve a problem").

4

Important for education and training areth4 assumptiOns.that (a) these kinds of individual
human potentials or capacities are the basic components df behaviors or skills and should, therefore,
be the focus of development., and (b) the attributes are characteristics of people and are inherent in L
individuals.

While the number of attributes may be finite an$1 can be identified Ana described', IL number
of combinations and formulations that make up complex skills andlehaviors seems, for all practical
purpous, to be infinite. Individual differences in performance and behavior are largely the result of
different attributes or potentials being developed or of differences, in the level or degrees of their
development. Thus, for example, some potentials can be weil developed while others can remain
-dormant, be underdeveloped, or be underutilized for long periods of time.

'The kinds of attributes cited above are intended as examples of the kinds of indivichial talents
or potentials that schools might reasonably be expected to emphasize. Taylor (1973) has asked,
-"shouldn't each stUdent have the chance during school time to develop each of his multiple talents,
since each different talent e.nables subject matter acquisition?" (p. 106). He pointed out that:

Talents are the inner processes that can be used irPworking with and acquiring
knowledge at least as fast, if not faster, when they utilizi and develop new talents
while acquiring the subject matter p. 105). . . . A greater transfer of training (or
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spread effect) to later situations ill life RIO OCCLIP through the talents developed
than through the knowledge acquired. Nonetheless, Multiple Talent Teaching
capitalires on both to increase the total transfer of training into later situations
(p-.. 106).

: In distinguishing what he has callectknowledge dispensing from teaching for talents, Taylor
(1973) n ex that:

The eaching-cf-Knowledge Approach has proved to he much less sound as an
iducational focus thau expected . it rests upon the big but erroneous assump-,
tionAttat all good thingewill happen to all persons if and whin they become, .

sufnEently knowledgeeble (p. 106).. .. A tucher_cagilhhtdoveloper of talents
as well as a subiect matter dispenser.. . In the studebt tired approach, . .

teachers change their roles-to be igniters of talents, catsl cultivating, and
developing a variety of world-of-work talents in studeats by \using knowledge as
'their ns to that end. In fqct, the talent developer ids could well be the
pripry one. (p. 102).

Teach for Transfer

It'seems apparent that some skills, knowledge, attitudes, and personal attributes are more trans-
ferable to ormseful in a wider range of settings-or situations than are others. Nevertheless; the project
has concluded that all skills are potentially transferable to some extent and on same occasions. Thvt,
the process of transfer, and especially teachinefor transfer, are of paramount importance for educa-
tion.

Benjamin Bloom (195 ) put the importance c;t the matter well when he wrote that:

The fact that most of hat we learn is intended for application to problem
situations in. real life is i itative of tile importance of application objectives
to the general school curriculum. The effectiieness of a large part of the school

1Sfogram is therefore dependent upon how well,the students carry over into
situations applications whia the students neveticed in the learning process.
Th ose of you familiar with educational psycho will quickly recognize this
as the age-old pr6blem of transfer of training. . . : The general consensus seems
to be that training will transfer to new areas most readily if the person is taught
in such a way tha; he learns good methods of attacking problems [also recall
Bartlett's point,* 291, if hy learns concepts antna

proper attitudes toward
lizations, rather than

how to use tactsinApecific instances, if h
work, and itlf developi proper attitudes of self confidence and control. It is
obvious that the objectives in the application category, u
meani of tra er of training, are extremely important as ts of the curriculum

ire, embody the

p. 122 1

The study of the transfer of training has received a pest deal of attentioi'over a long period of
time, particularly among educationaliwychologists. Unfortunately, it is be ond the scope of this
report to present a review of the releyant literature and research in this are . However, ail part of

Pq4' the worjW the project, James Altman ( 476) reviewed a substantial body bf research related to
the 06;iisr& skill transfer. Some of his ctmclusions and their implications are cited here.
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Lawrence Stolurow (1966a, 1966b1 has completed a monumental study of the psychological
and educational factors in transfer of training. Section 1 of his final report i1966a) is a compilation
of 200 principles of transfer grouped into 15 major categories that were derived from a selected set
of 1,700 titles or references. Stolurow points out that the statements, while in the form of principles,
are in reality hypotheses, and that the list is not exhaustive. Also, in most cases, they reflect the pre-
dominant trends,. in terms of rmdings from experimentation (p. 32). Section 2 of his final report
(1966o) is the bibliography of more than 1,700 studies completed between 14.0 and 1966 related .
to the transfer of training.

In the light of this substantial amount of attention and study, it is truly ironic thet so little ac-
tually is known about the transfer of skills rind knowledge and that very little guidance and few recom-
mendations for practice can be offered with confidence. Stolurow (1966a) concluded that, despite
more than 60 years of research on transfer, and the fiict that information about transfer is critical
for the efficient planning-of lemons, courses, curricula, and educational media, "there is little defini-
tive information or explicit guidance to offer either the courie developer, the curriculum builder or
the media specialist" (p. 1). Similarly, Altman (1976) concluded from his review that the state of
organised reliable knowledge regarding the transferability of yoeational skills is rudimentary at best

4).

In spite of these limitations, Altman (1976) like Calvin TayloP has suggested that the optimize-
. tion of skill acquisition has clear importance for educational design and practice because, among other.

things, skills hot acquired obviously cannot be transferred (p. 42). He feels that "a generalized orien-
tation toward competency is essential not only for adequate development ot an individual's potential,
but also for full positive transfer to and across jobs" (p. 43).

-

In a review of research related to the function and desirability of error maldng in the learning
proems, Robert Singer (1977) concluded that, "it-the purpose of the learning situation is to kid to
the application of what has been learned for transfer to other related skills and situations, it would
seem that some form of discovery, problem-solving:or trial-and-error strategy should be employed"
(p. 494). He noted that:

Rules and strategies, if constructed correctly, and usefully, should enable the learner
to'adapt what has 'once been learned to new but related circumstances. This type of
transfer effect occurs when the individual has learned how to analyze tasks, to develop
internalized guidelines for solutions that are not learned only by rote, and to formulate
rules and strategies associated with the successful undertaking of a cluster of tasks, even
though direct experience may only have been offered with one task in one situation
(p. 493).

Singer has also pbinted out.bne of the dominant themes throughout much of the literature on
transfer. For activities that ultimately make varied aLi often unpredictable demands on the person,
practice under a variety of conditions is important.

Sufficient exPerience in s13 assortment of environments is in order. Practice may be .

guided at first to some degree for the learning of basic skills. But strategies and .

tactics need to be developed as well, to irouble-shoot, adapt, and adjust to the
potential future demand characteristics otthe situations iri which the aCtivity will
be performed (p. 491).

we,

In other words, their application and practice under a variety of realistic life and work perfor-
mance conditions should facilitate subsequent application or transfer of skills, knowledge, and
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attitudes to a range of other life and work settings within and outside of ichool.in fact, an impor-
tant justification and rationale for many typical extracurricular school activities is the range bf dif-

s,. ferent opportunities they can provide for applying and practicing knowledge, skills, attitudes, and

behaviors learned in classroom settings. It is sad, but nonethelff true that, for many students, class-

room activities often appear irrelevant and extracurricular .1 actiyities offer them the only real
opportunities to perceive and develop this critical aware Moreover, to optimize initial loaning,

. as well as the subsequent transfer of learning, it seems tial that'students expliçitedly.be made

aware of the skink-knowledge, attitudes, and other attribates being developed ancfof their potential ,

applicability or transferability to other situations.

I Rich el (1977) has reported many of the insights gained from the project's review of
seled operating programs in schools and in businesses. Among his importanVindings wu the 0;-

u tion that few, if any educators will deny the value of students becoming occupationally adapt-.
able. Allen Wiant (1977) also reported poaitive perceptions and attitudes about adaptability and

the transfer of skills among training directors, union representatives, and personnel managers in a

variety of business and indnatrial settings. Nonetheless,

Occupational adaptallity or skill transfer is, best, a serendipitous outc6ine
of most educational programs.. At the very orst, some programs forcofttidents
into occupational "straight jackets" by missing every opportunity to show students
the multiple applicability of the skills they are developing... . Very little attempt _

is made programmatically to de4lop these'skills. Academic program, in particular,
often belittle the pragmatic coqhms associated with work and many vocational
programs are obsessed with skill preparation that is unnecessarily- circumscribed

(Miguel, 1977, p. 24).

The transfer or application of learning to situations outside of the original setting has been de-

scribed as a four-step process:

1. Original learning of'material and/or skill.

2. Recognizing the relevanceof the original learning to a new situation.

3. Remembering the original material Qr skill.

411 Applying the original learning to a new situation; i.e., problem solving (Hermann,
Richardion, & Woodburne, 1976). :

'Using this four-step process, the principles of transfer identified by Stolurow (1966a), and drawing
on a Variety of other research literature, Graham Hermann has attempted to highlight some practical
suggestions and techniques that may help in teaching for transfer.9

1. Original learning

0 It would seem necessary te master and then overlearn the original
content or skql if transfer is desired.

aa.am41111.m.....,
The following material was abstracted from personal conwspondence with the author, September 1977.

kik
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fibs learner can be provided with a variety of examples in initial jearning
to facilitate discrimination among sets of new conditions.

The learner can be shown how to-actively analyzene4 situations to
%determine where previously learned skills are moat applicable.

Stills or content can be taught so as co emphasize transfer potential.

-
2. Recognamg the releuance of the original material or skill to a not) saltation

Main features of the material or skill (e.g., color, repetition, labelling by
learners).can be stressed so they can serve as cues in a new situation.

A variety of positive examples (in which the learning is relevant) and
negative examples (in which the learning is not relevant) can be provided
so that learners are helped to see potential relevance to new situations.

Lurning can be presented in a meaningful context so that cues in the
new context can orient learners to the original situation.

Learnerican be encouragled to make transfd hypotheses; i.e., "I ionder
if situation B is somehow or,o0er relatNi to or like situation A," and if
so, to make a transfer intentidn; i.e., a conscious attempt to usereviously
learned kno*ledge in a new situation.

3. Remembering the original material or skill (or retrieving original learning via
books or other references or media)

4- .Learning for retention can. be stressed in the learning of original material.

Approprjate-sources of inforMation relivant to the material or skill can
be yd.

new learning situations, hints or cues cidi be provided to previous
ing or sources of information.

4. Applying tIriginà1 learning to a new situation

ities can* provided for overlearning applications of conisnt
or skills the learning Of original material.

A variety of both positive and negative eximples can be used along with
appropriate feedback.

-t

\

nt

Problem solving skills tan be taugh.

Altman (1978) felt he was able to garner enough binta of the underlying dynamics of motiva-,
behavioral, and contextiud factors in the transferability of vocational skills to stiosstia genu

mil approach to educational programming for matimum positive trInsfer of-skills. This ser*of
five recoMmended steps for educational development includes: --4

e,



Explicit definition of the real-world-vintexta toivard which the educational
pioiriam is oriented.

4

,

2. Analysis of relevant cofltex4s i terms of the classes of behavioral elements
involved in task pert

3 Divelopment, of educatienal learning ['tasks] which reconstruct behavioral
elements identified in the real worId, but /pith cost/effective educational
programming rather than direct simulation as the central criterion.

4. ' Sequelighbf educaticaal opportunities such that an individue4each stage
of his 9r her educational experience will have demonstrated comPlancyNin .

significint tasks:.
. .,

i

k Arranging the conditions of ill a uisition so that the unique transfer
characteristics of perception, intell tual processing, memory, resivase, and
integration'of informational/motivational feedback will be realized. Emphasis
is given to conditions in all facets and phases of education which include:

Cfiailenge opportunity tolukceed or fail against known standards.

Fair feedback scaled realistically, and contingent upon performance.

Growth an increasing individual responsibility for task selection,
standards, and self-evaluation (p. xi).

Much of Altman's review leading to the formulation of these steps seemed 'to focus most heavily
on the fifth step, arranging the conditions for skill acquisition, and on an examination of research
related to those transfer characteristics especially important in the behavioral domain. In addition
to Altman's suggestions relative to each of these five steps, Short et al. (1974) mentioned a iumber
of prOvocative and important, practical suggestions that seemed to be espdciatly relevant to the third
step ancrthat could be applied in any classroom, regardless of subject matter focus. For example,
they suggested:

116
4

The use of simulated job tasks that: provide a varietk of practical
applications and practice, simulate important "job conditions," and
do not require extensive instructiori or training (p. 92-93)along with
additional classroom experience with simulations of real world situations
and conditions (p. 102).

The use of cumulative models of informition acquisition rather than
discrete models; that ii, models-requiring learning of new information
by iistteMpting to redrganize information already known, rather than
models requiring learning of new bits of information as separate and
discrete units (13. 111)-tIong with the use of cumulative tests (p. 113).

, Practice in bringing together a wide variety of information in the solution
of problems wh!re the problenrstimuli are temporary, fleeting, and loaded
with irrelevant information (p. 113).
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. Practicing skills in random sequences reflecting the random and unpredictable
sequences in which job tasks, problems, facts, concepts, and protodures are
normally encouniered in life and work (p. 113).

' In short, teaching for transfer is of paramount importance. The transfer of skills and knowledge
or should be, a most important and explicit objective of education. Skills and knowledge intended

for transfer should be taught deliberately for transfer to and use in a variety of other settings within
and outside of the school.

4.

Moreov,r, theevelment of transfer skills, as well as transferable skills, cannot be effectively
7ccomplisheil if they are the objectives, personal interest, or special ability of only one or two teach-
ers or courses in a school. These objectives can only be accomplished effectinly`for all students if
they are pervasive and deliberate objectives adopted throughout an entire school.

Some Suggestions from Practice

The report has attempted to provide practical suggestions and examples that should help to
Annulate discussion abotit transferable skills. In. one sense it has provided information That could
lead to suggestions for practice. Addithonally, the project's visits and reviews af 14 educational set-
tings provide the opportunity to turn the sittiation around to see what conclusions and recommen-
dations about transerable skills could be identified from pnictice.

Miguel (1 ) has formulated a set of emerging and tentative proposiiions about individual
gevelopment of transferable skills and characteristics that reflect the experienc, of the programs
visited. These are summarized below:

1 Occupational aiaptability is a dynamic aspect of humen development:
Each individual's experiences are cumulative and unique.

An individuars repertoire of skills is pliable: Skills can be brought together
and applied in different ways. However, skills possessed but not used can
atrophy or perish.

3. Because an individual possesses a skill required in many occupations does
not necessarily insure its transferability: However, skills and knowledge can
be taught to deliberately facilitate subsequent transfer.

4. Individuals are more likely to develop skills for occupational transferability
when their educational programs include this objective as part of the explicit
curriculum: Awareness of the multiple uses of knowledge and skills should
be a principal learner outcome.

`Ip

5. Developing skills in a variety of contexts enhances their transferubility:
Familiarity with different, multiple contexts and many opportunities to
try outpne'sskills in them seems to reduce "context shock" and improve
transferability.

S. Individuals must understand the multiple occupational utility of their skills
and knowledge: Students should-be aware of the knowledge and skills they
have acquired, the level of their development, and their multiple uses.
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The ualues-oriedation a employers and t itself
(and of teachers and the learning .,wironmsntJ determine o a great
ektent which skills can transferand whickcannot: Sonic employment
practices and their underlsing beliefs, as fok example, requirements for
credentials, thous, or diplomas, often have little to lo with the work
performed Ana can mitigate galn.t skill tiensfer. Development of skills
outside a prescribed cont.xtuch akthrough avocatiops and volunteer
work, often are not acknowledged by schools or employers.

8. Occupational adaptability is never tompkteiy mastered: The success of
career 'changes is not guaranteed by previous successful moves, though
they seem to help by providing opportunitiel for awarenem and reassess.
meet of ckilla Ind knowledge (p. 2348).

In addiiion to these propoaltiona, Miguel also has a word for the research community and those
who are interested in' improving the ability of education to assist individuals to develop their trans-
Wale skink anci abilities.

4

1. Strategies are needed for academic and vocational education
curricula to provide for the lopment of f adaptabslity
and transferable skills.

Innovative instrtictional tecfiniques designed expressly for developing
occupational idaptability and transferability are neede

3. More needs to be known abdut the conditions that foster an4 impede
the development of occupaiional adiptability and transfer.

4. More reliable information is needed about skills required for jobs and
skills developed by schools so that greater congrolice of skills can be
establiahed.

5. Students need monitoring and planning devices tc help them keep track
of the skills they are developing and relate.those skills to a !misty of
occupational possibilities.

fi. Counseling strategies are neededtto meet the individual's continuing need
for interpretation of skill transfer as it relates to new employment ventures.

7. Eveluation strategies are needed to assess the effects of learned skills on .
successful job moves.

8. Amassment instruments ale needed to help imployers aetermine the
transferability of job candidates' skills.

Occupational information documents need to highlight the transferable
skills and characteristics among occupations.

10. An "awareness campaign" is needed to join employers, educators, and
. the general iniblic in a common understanding of the transferability of

skills among occupations and other life situations.

P-4
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Three Specific Exat;Iples and Prototypes

The report attempts to go a step beyond the usual recommendation for practice and research
to suggest throe exempla of practical applications. These three examples or prototypes Wu* de-
vidoped by the project staff during the'course of the project. They are not the result of extensive
and vigorous research, development, or testing., Rather, they are suggestive of the diverse kinds of
practical elutions that could reflect concern for and facilitate development of occupational
adaptabil and transferable skills.

Example 1: A Pg.:opal Resume

Typical resjpLos are characterized by lists of items intended to identify previous education and
work .xperieis which the job seeker hopes Will be relevant and interesting to a prospective em-
ployer. Thá. credentials are normally expressed in terms of the certificates awarded by educational
programs and institutions, and the titles of jobs held, together with dates and affillatIOns applicable
to each.

. In many cues, a person desiring to make a change in employment is uncertain as to how prior
experieAces, skills, and interests might relate to a new job situation. The rsinnii of such a person.
Attitned along conventional lines, is apt to be devoid of much useful information on skills and
abilities that might tzansfer from previous experiences and be of great value in a new job.

Th; attached examples illustrate (a) a rather conventional rasumd for a hypothetical person
and (b) a resumd for the same person written to draw out and focus on potentially transferable skills
and characteristics. In comparing and contrasting these descriptions, several points should be not?ea:

1. The conventional work experience credential: of this person provide little if any indication
of relevant prior work experience.

There would be little point in such a person elaborating upon previous jo b activities in
the context of the conventional resume; it would be logical to usume thew to be irrele-
vant to the position desired.

The most notable school credential (B.A. in Philosophy) I. not directly relevant.

4. Experiences external to both school and work can contribute to development of trans-
ferable skills.

f

Typical Resume

Employment Desired:

A posiiion in theater production.

Education:

BA., Liberty University, 1970. Major in Philosophy, Minor in Theater and
Mt, including the following:
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Typical Resume Continu

3 credits Acting and
3 credits History of Fil
8 credits Speech (inclu
9 credits Art
6 credits Painting

Employment Experierk :

Secretary to the Chairman and ent
Department of Political Science, 8

Account Clerk, Educational Indemnity

Sales Clerk, Liberty University Press, 9/64

Clerk/TAgst, New Hope University, 9/63

voice and diction)

4

Account Clerk, Trans-American Airlines, 9/60 9/63.

Personal:

Born: January 19, 1942; Single; Height: 5'7"; Weight: 125,lbs.; Excellent Health.

Resume of Transfetable Skills

Objective:

A position in theater production where unusually strong response to pressure, quick
and imaginative thinking, and unusual grasp of the complicated are required.'

Qualifications:

'Focus well on essentiOs and organization in complicated situations.
Have been most eftective when making decisions under preuure.
Combine aloofness and rapport for effective relations witb people.
Make imaginative use of "thinp at hand" to decorate, create, pr solve immediate
problems.

Physically agile and enjoy activitias requiring mental and physical dexterity.

Educational Experience:

B.A., Liberty University, June 1970. Major Philosophy, Minor Theater and Art.

8 credits Acting & Theater Workshop
3 credits History of Film
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Resume of Trapsferabe kills Continued

8 credits Speech (including voice & diction)
9 credits Art
6 credits Painting

Related Evelio= les:

Organizing:

In school theater production, arranged seating, advertising, ushered, and made
four costume changes for five different acting roles.

When Liberty University Nes was about to lose United Nations documents
account because of lack of organization, set up filing system with much cross-
listing for about 1,000 titles and kept inventory including estimated sales of
new

Set up office systems for completely disorganizAd "fbeent-minded university
professor."

High rate of success in games of chance and sports because of ability to.combine
concentratidn with "risk-tasking."

Interpersonal:

Handled "problem" telephone and in-person sales of United Nations documents.

Relate well to supervisors and co-workers. When Political Science department
changed drastically, infroduced new systems and helped sixty-year-old adminis-
trative assistant make adjustments.

When college play was likely' to be cancelled, convinced director and cast it
could be successful. (It was.) '

Creativity:

Made unique visual aidhighly successful with audience, now used uaxample for
other students.

exPla

Stripped and refinished old furniture, made wall coverings, book shelves, tables,
collages, and objects d'art from "found" Objects.

Did well in painting, drawing, Chinese calligraphy, and "junk" sculpture courses
in college.

Physical Stamina:

For two months, traveled through four countries in Europe (including Switzerland)
by bicycle ata rate of 30 miles a day.
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Resumil at ntandershle Silk Continued

Spent two months tent-camping leroiliCanada.and the U.S.hiked, fished,
chopped wocvl, canoed, and slept in snow in mountains and out in open in
desert.

Supervising

At three different jobs, handled office when supervisors were out sick or
on vacation for exVnded periods. Met all deadlines and emergencies.

Determination:

Financed education working full-time while attending Liberty University
nights and summers for four years.

Work Experience:

11.ans-America Airlines Account Clerk 9/60 9/63 -
Now Hope University Clerical 9/63 5164 .

Liberty University Press Sales Clerk 9/64 9/66
Educational Indemnity Account Clerk 8/67 - 5/68
Liberty University Dept. of Political Science Secretary to Chairman

& Dept. Repipsentative 8/68 - 5/70

Personal:

Born: January 19, 1942; Single Ceight: 51"; Weight: 125 lbs.;
Excellent Health.

Example 2: A Career Planning Record

To many students, career planning is very circumscribed and invOlves little more than extem-
poraneously creating a succession of ad hoc golds leading to a career that is Olought of in terms,of
one"occupation. Typically, an individual moves from one event to another in life, meeting stan-
dardized requirements, collecting necessary credentials, and moving toward those career optices
that are available as a consequence of life experiences. As a result, career goals for many secondary
students are manifest in statements such as: "I need A high school diploma; I'm going to college;
I'm going to be a carpenter." The underlying assumption is that, "If I get the right 'tickets', I'll be
ebb to get my preferred job."

This state of affairs Mies studentrto pass through many in- and out-of school experiences
without taking advantage of opportunities to develop many skills that are needed in a wide variety
of occupations. Even those individuals who are fortunate enough to develbp such skills often are
not aware of their usefulness. This is often evident in their concepts of themselves as persons with
no marketable skills.
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Career planning for secondary student& can be designed in such a way as to be ins limiting.
Career plans should consist of something more than objectives for mazy into postsecondary echools
and beginning job& Students, at their earliest stages of career planning, Mould be made aware of
competencies that will provide maximum career opportunities and hence high iransferability. Some,
career education program do help,students do this, but unfortunately their actual career plans do
not reflect nor give adequate importance to the key skills to he decayed. Instead, courses are
listed, training ie considered, majors am chosen.

It is proposed that using transferable skills as the central prganizing unit for eerier planning
will mist students in integrating their experiences, both in and out of school; will give them a greater
sense of purpose and.direction; and moat importantly, will give them a sense or being competent
persons who have something to offer to many employers in various occupational fields. The ulti-
mato benefit of this approach is providing maximum career flexibility without sacrificing direction
and avokfing.theunnecassary failure and d ction that tiremature closure of career choice can
produce.

Usini a cumulative career planning ord (simil to a manila folder), students can Hit pertinent
information for their career plans. 'It front and back cit the folder could provide a place to record .

courses, work experiences, and extrac ular activities. After a sttident Hsi an item there, he/she
evaluates how this ham contributes or .contrkbuted to the skills 'considered important to achiev-
ing his/her career objectives. rd would be a part of the total career planning services pro-
vided by the school.

Below iv t umple-entry. The r planning record is shown on the next page, Other infor-
mation could, of course, be added ong as the transferable skills section remained the central
orgalizing gement.

Sample Entry

Hsliing Others

(Spring 1977) Took "Health and Patient Cae" course at Career Education Center; learned
how to mist patients in an emergent)? room ,of a hospital; parsed Rad Cross rust aid
requirements.

(2976-1977) Member of school's meirice club; learned akills in aiding and entertaining
aged and infirmed adults.

41.

(Simmer 1976) Playground counselor; learned how to engage young children in inter-
esting and cdnstructive -activities; was especially good at drawini out shy children.

(Planned for autumn 1977) Basic Psychology course; Hope to learn more about human
needs and behavior; hope $o develop skill in recognizing the kind of help individuals need.

Exam* 8: A Worker-Oriented Job Deecription

Job descriptions aie commonly used to convey information about job poations to potential
applicants. The Dictionary of Occupational Titles (DOT) provides sor'ne 22,000 descriptions of
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'CAREER PLANNING RECORD
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i
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.
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jobs that can be found in the American work force. The pervaitive language of the typical job de-
scription is job/task oriented. That is, the description defines what is accomplished by the ineum-
bent in a specific job.

, An example of a job/task oriented job description follows. It is an example of a job description
from the Dar (1965) and describes the job of Real Estate Agent in terms of the process or operatio7
that are carried out by the job incumbent.

SALESMAN, REAL ESTATE (real estate) 250.358 real-estate agent, Rents, buys,
and sells property for clients on commission basis: Studies property listings to be-
come familiar with properties for sale. Reviews trade journals to keep informed
of marketing conditions and property values. Interviews prospective clients to
solicit listings. Accompanies prospects to proberty sites, quotes purchase price,
and discusses conditions of sale or terms of lease. Draws up real estate contracts,
such as deeds, leases, and mortgages and negotiates loans on property. May hold
brokeragejicenae and be designated as REALESTATE BROKER (Vol. 1, p. 618).

Bruce McKinley (1977) pointed Out tilt_ "it is generally agreed that a job-oriented task analysis
is more limited in its application than is the worker-oriented approach." While not 4veryone wo,ild
agree with his conclusion, many task-oriented job descriptions are limited and do not effectively
convey to a potential applicant information about the skills and abilities required to successfully
perform the 9rocesses and procedures of the job.

While a task or process in a job description may soma to be similar to a task or process de-
scribed for another job, there can be significant dyferencesin the skills or abilities required for
performance in the two jobs. The characteristics,'Skills, abilities, or attributes of successful per-
formers may also vary, substantially from one job 6 another.

430

An alternative mode of communicating relevant job information, independently or in conjunc-
tion with a task-oriented job description, might be a worker-oriented performance description of
thecritical skills, abilities, attributes, and/or characteristics required for successful performance.
Such a description should facilitate the recognition of relevant skills and abilities possessed by poten-
tial job applicants.

The identificatich: of skills that an individual has developed in other job contexts and in other
non-work activities often can enhance that person's potential fOr occupational transfer and success-
ful performance.

. Following is an example of a worker-oriented performance description that has potential for
meeting the above stated purposes.

Skills Required to Perform Effectively
As a Real Estate Agent

Able to empathio with the emotional situation of a client involved in transferring from
out of to

Skilled in ascertaining client's personal interests, tastes, values, and financial status and
interpreting them in developing a selection/showink plan.
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i
. Able to foster in a client the.feelings of trust, confidentiality, cdoperation, and inteIritj.

. ,...
Able to plan and function efficiently when encounitiing fast changing personal or
situational variables. ' ) 4 A\

. ) .

Able to exhibit aelf-confidence, self-control, self-reliance, an adaptability in performing %

non-routine and randomly occurring tasks.
I

Able to communica clearly with staff and clients, in face-to-face situations andZiy
telephone and Vritte message.

Skilled in reading and interpreting tables, charts, graphs, maps, and house plans.

Able to formulate long and sh rt term personal and ckreer golls and manage time and
resources to achieve them.

Able to deal rationally witb kighly emotional or controversial situations without-regard
for ones own bias or prejUd1t4.

Able to intervene in ongoing activities and perform as staff support/backup to meet
changing deadlines.

While the above example is only suggestive of an approach to describing the worker-oriented
,elements of skills and abilities Jetated to a Real Estate Agent's job, it could have applicability in
several different contexts. (

_\,4-
First, it seems reasonable to assume that an individual could relate past experieno4 anc(mter-

eats, and de,dred future experiences, to the several Skills described. Second, such a description could
allow employers fo identify individuals within their organization who possess the identified skills
and are, therefore, candidates for transfer or promotion into the jobs. Third, such a description

(could provide a basis for identifying specific skills and abilities that a person needs to improve.
Fourth, the process of guiding and counseling inexperienced individuals could be enhanced to the
extent they might gain a better understanding of the nature of the required skills, abaities, and
characteristics they need to develop for job attainment.

A
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APPENDIX A:

Examples. of Transferable Skills and Characteristics
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SUMMARY OF GENERIC SICILLS0

Mathematics Skills (11 areu; 34 skill areas; 192 sub-divisions of skills)

1. Whole numberk, Read, write, and count; add and subtract; multiply and d vide; word

problem; round off

2. Practions: Read and write; add and subtract; multiply and divide; word problems ,

3. Decimals: Dollars and cents; read, write and round off; multiply and divide; add and

subtract; word Problems 01

4.. Percent: Read ahd write; retio, proportion; percentage; rate; principle

.5. Mixed operations: Equivalents; order of operation/4 word problems; quick calculations;

Ive;age

Measur q.ead gzadtiatcd scales; read verniers; time; weight; distance; capacity

7. Metric measure: Weight; distance; capacity; weight conversion; distance conversion;

. capacity conversion

S.-, Geometric figures: Forms and figures; angles; draw, sketch; perimeters; areas; volumes
T

9. Drawings and graphs: Read graphs; read scale drawings; read assembly diagrams; read

schematic drawings; draw graphs; measure fop scale drawings; draw to scale

10. Algebra: Single variable, pen sentences; single variable, powers and roots; solve given

formulas; integers and rati nals; variables and expresions; two variable, open sentences;

quadratics

11: Calculations:. Logs; slide rule; trigonometry calcufations; calculator

Comm. unications Skills (7 areas)

12. Words: Plurals; prefixes, suffixes, and root words; contractions and abbreviations; dic-

tionary; synonyms, antonyms, and homonym; meaning and context; books

13. Listen; Literal comprehension; interpretive comprehension; evaluative comprehension

*Kawula, H. J. & Smith A. NW. O.nric skills: Handbook of occupational information. Prince Albert,
SIC: Canada Manpower and Immigration Unent, Training Research and Development Station, 1975.
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ird14. Mk: Pronunciation; d' on and word choice; fluency; organization of ideas; ask 6W

questions; give inform tion ind directions; use telephone

15. Rea# 1: 'Literal comprehension; interpretive comprehension; evaluative 'comprehension

16. Read II: Forms; not* letters or memos; charts and tables; manuals; Roman numberals X;
Roman Numerals XXX; Roman numerals M .

17. Write I: Phrases on farms; sentences on forms; paragraphs on forms; sentences; parartaphs;
short notes; take notes

18. Write II: Form letters; single paragraph letters; internal memos; business letters; informa-
tion reporta; recommendation reports; technical reports

Interpersonal Skills (7 areas)

19. Attending behaviors: Physical; cognitive; reactive; covert

20. one to one conversation: Elementary conversation; 4sk focused conversation; express
own point of view; per4nable conversation; persuasiVe presentation

21. Group discussion: Preparation; presentation of information or direceions; control group
decisjon making; group maintenance; participate in group discussion; respond to infor-
mation or directions;,persuasive presentation

.22. Orn1 presentations: Preparition; factual information; listen, respond; conceptual; persuasive;

reactiie

23. Instructional communication: Establish training; instruction; demonstration; monitor;
evaluate,

24. Supervisory communication: Give directions; demonstrate;'give praise; give discipline;

prepare evaluation izports 4

25. Intervieracounse( t,ummunication: Preparation; closed questions; open questions; con-
frontation; interview customers; interview job applicants; negotiate

Reasoning Skills (9 areas)

26. Obtain job related information: Tools, matirials, and equipment; methods and procedures;

sequence; other information; theories

27. Organize information: Sort objects; sort data; rate; rank; develop classifications

28. Estimate: Time; weight; distance; area; capacity; cubic measures; costs

29. Tasks: SeqFence; priority

80. ObleitiveJ and methods: Goals; activities; alternatives; criteria; priority; analysis; deduc-
tion

56
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3L Diagnosis: Cause and effect relationships; pourble problems; priorities; possible methods;
'peobing qUeetions; um senses .

32. .1%bleh: solving! Relevant.infonnation; alternative statements; select statement; alter-
native solutions; select alternative

33. Plan and coordinate: Activities and sequences; outline plan; identify resources; estimate
resAurces; critical activities; detailed plan; resource requisitions

34. Implement work: Monitor results; standards of.quality; standards qf quantity; standards
ot completion time; priorities of sthndards; authority and responsiMlity; update plans
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4.

ArmusuTE REQumEmENT INvErrroity*

GENERAL VOCATIONAL CAPABILITIES

Knowledge and skills -hich are relevant to a wide variety of occupations but which
are more occupationally specific than basic aptitudes and academic abili

1. Tools: Knowledge and skill in the use of common hand tools, portable power tools and equip-
ment (electrical, gasoline, pneumatic, etc.) and selected special' tools including delicate
precision tools.

2. Mechanical Systems: A knowledge of elementary mechanical and physical principles and
mechanical components, and skill in applying thole to tasks.

3. Stationary Machine and Equipment Operation: Knowledge and skill in operating stationary
equipment such as drill preues, lathes, book binding machines, meat slicers, milling
machines, etr.

4. Vehicular Operation: Knowledge and skill in operating vehicles effectively, including a knowl-
edge of vehicular motion, maintenance, and safety.

5. Connections and Fittings: Knowledge and skill in the use of threads, flanges, solder joints,
welds, packing, washers, etc.

6. Fluid Systems: An understanding of leak detection measures; solid, liquid, and gas transforms;
pressure; valves; safety devices; and thermostats.

7 . Measuring Instruments: Competence in using measuring instruments including a knowledge of
units of measurement and conversion of units, tolerances, and principles of measurement
and estimation

8. Electricity: Knowledge of the principles and concepts of electricity, electro-mechanics, or
electronics.

Descriptions abbreviated; otherwise from Neeb, R. W., L'unningham, J. W., & Pass, J. J. Hurnan attribute
requirements of work elements! Fuillter development of the Occupation Analysis Inventory (Center Research
Monograph No, 7). Raleigh: North Carolina State University at Raleigh, ConWr for Occupational Education,
1971,
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9. Laybut and Visualization: Knowledge and skill in doing layouts and drawings including the
use of drawing tools, scaling and measuring instruments, labels and dimensions, and basic
geometric principles.

10. Structires: Knowledge of the accepted itandards of structural design including such principles
as maximum strength; use of building materials and insulation, maximum weather protect
tion, and removal of damaged structures.

11. Materiuls: Knowledge of the characteristics, properties, and uses of common materials.

12. Chemicals: Knowledge of common chemicals, chemical components, and f.heir reactions and
effects.

13. Foods and Cooking: Knowledge and understanding of common foods., their preparation and
composition; basic food chemistry; diets; and food sanitation.

14. Biological Systems: Knowlelge of anatomy, physiology, and the functioning of life systems.

15. Medical and First Aid: Knowledge of medical and first aid practices and techniques and skill
in using this knowledge in treating patients.

16. Arithmetic Computation: Skill in c&rrying out basic arithmetic operations (+ +, x) and
in applying these to practical problems.

17. Arithmetic Conventions: Skill in using arithm3tic and bookkeeping conventions including
paphs, tables, chatts, ledgers, etc.

18. Clerical: Knowledge of office routines, letter format, copying, filing procedures, and basic
office machine operation (for example, typewriters, adding machines, postage meters),
etc.

19. Verbal Communication: Skill in oral end written expressiOn and comprehension including
the ability to give effective instructions; write letters and prepare reports; defend opinions;
read rapidly with high retention; understand lectures and briefings; speak effectively; etc.

20. Sag: Skill in assessing customer's needs and then matching customer, product, and sales
technique. /-`

Service: Knowledge of your customer's or client's richts and needs and the rules and proce-
dures of effective service, including the ability to use this knowledge to your client's
advantage and utisfaction.

22. Dealing with Social Situations: Sill in perceiving social situations correctly and reacting
appropriately.

23. Etiquette and Social Grace: Knowledge of the social behavior, manners, and ceremonies es-
tablished by convention as acceptable in society or In a profession, and the ability to
follow these rules.

,24- Style and Grooming. Knowledge and Fkill in proper attire and grooming.
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COGNITIVE ABILITIES

General and relatively stable intellectual capacities involving perceiving, recognizing,
remembering, conceiving, reasoninCcreative thinking, judging, etc.

25. Closure: The ability to organize a disorganized or ambiguous visual field into a single-percept
or impression, with or without knowledge of any of the specific confivrations contained
in the field.

26. Form Perception: The ability to perceive pertinent detail in objects or in pictorial or graphic
material; to make fine visual comparisons and diadriminations among characteristics such
as shapes and shadings of figures or objects and widths and lengths of lines.

27. Perceptua, ',peed: The ability to rapidly perceive pertinent detail, texttial or tabular material
and to rapidly perform simple visual discrimination tasks.

28. Spatial Scanning: Speed in visually exploring a wide or complicated field with the obje,:tive
of identifying or detecting objects,

29. SPatial Orientation: The ability to perceive spatial patterns and to orient oneself in relation
, to the position and 'configuration of surrounding objects.

30. Visualization: The ability to comprehend spatial patterns in two or three dimensions and to
mentally manipulate or to transform them into other spatial patterns; the ability to
visulize objects of two or three dimensions; to think visually of geometric forms.

31. Number Facility: The ability to manipulate numbers in arithmetical operations (e- specially
addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division) rapidly and accurately.

32. Memory: The ability to mentally store pertinent information and to rero! it perfectly for
reproduction within a short period of time (one minute to eight hou,

33. Verbal Comprehension: The ability to understand meanings of words and deas associated
with them, and to use them effectively; the ability to comprehend lang..iage, to understand
relationships between words, and,to understand meanings of whole sentences and
paragraphs.

34. Grammar: The ability to deal with fonts and structures of words and their customary arrange-
ment in phrases and sentences.

35. S$11ing: The ability to use letters properly to form words. Spelling also includes the ability
to distinguish between correctly spilled and misspelled words.

36. Expreuional Fluency: The ability tc rapidly put ideas into words, especially in oral or written
, connected discourse.

fr
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37. Ideational Fluency: -The ability to rapidly.produce ideas about a given topic where quantity
rather than qUality of ideas is stressed (for example, producing as many ideas as possible
about a given topic tin five minutes).

as. &ruin:any to Problenu: The ability to recognize practical problems; deficiencies in courses
of action or organizational plans; or implications of activities.

89. Deductibe Reasoning: The ability to take given premisecand reason to their necessary conclusion.

40. Inauctiue Reasoning: The ability to take specific sets of information and to generate or con-
ceive of general concepts which give structure.and meaning to the information; that is,
finding a general concept, principle, rule, or hypotheis to explain a set of specific in-
stances.

41. Originality: The ability to produce responees or ideas which are either clever or uncommon.

42. Social Intelligence: The ability to correctly process behavioral information obtained through
social interaeption.

43. Aesthetic Judgment: The ability to make judgments concerning the compositional organization
of art objects on the basis of variations in unity, proportion, form,color, and design.

44. Musical Aptitude: Musical aptitude conlists of a combination of sensorY, psychomotor, and
cognitive capabilities which have been found to underlie success in music.
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PSYCHOMOTOR ABILITIES

Capacities involving bodily or muscular movement, usually in coordination with
the sensory processes.

45. Control Precision: The ibility to make rapid, yer precise, highly controlled muscular move-
ments to adjust the position of a control mechanism (such as joysticks, levers, pedals,
rudders, etc.).

46. Multi limb Coordination: The ability to use more than one limb (both hands, both feet, or
hands and feet) simultaneously, in a coordinated manner.

47. Reaction 7Yme: The ability to respond rapidly to a stimulus when it appears.

48. Eye-Hand Coordination: The sbility to make rapid and accurate hand movements in coordi-
nation with visual stimuli.

49. Manual Dexterity: Tbe ability.to make rapid and accurate-arm-hand movements in manipulating
fairly large objects.

50. Finger Dexterity: The ability to make precise manipuliitions of small objects with the fing

51. Arm-Hand Steadiness: The ability to Make precise arm-hand positioning movements and to
maintain steadiness while makinithese movements, *here strength and speed are un-
important.

52. Explosive Strength: The ability to apply a maximum amount of force through one or more
short bunts of effort.

53. Static Strength: The ability, to exert considerable force against external objects for a brief
period, as in lifting, pushing, pulling, squeezing, carrying, etc.

54. Dynamic Strength: The ability to exert force repeatedly or continuously over time so as
to move or support the body.

55. Body Equilibrium: The ability to maintain or regain body balance and orientation when
equilibrium is threatened or temporarily iost, placing primary reliance on nonvisual cues.

56. Stamina: The ability td exert the body through continuous effort over an extended period
or time (cardiovascular endurance).
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SENSORY CAPACITiis

Capabilities involving use of Sense organs.

4.

57. Near Visual Acuity: The ability to visually discriminate detail at normal reading distance or
leas. 7

58. Far Visual Acuity: The ability to perceive detail at distance:beyond fiormal reading distance.

59. Depth Perception: The ability to Perceive distances, such as: from the observer to an "object;
between objects along the observeet line of vision; from the front to the back of an
object so that4it la seen three-dimensionally; etc.

60. Color Discrimination: The ability to perceive similarities or difference, in colors.

61. Auditory Acuity: The abilky to perceive releifant sound cues and to discriminate between
sounds in terms of tlieir intensity,-piichi or tonal quality.

, .

62. Tactual Discrithination: The ability to discrhilinate characteristics of objects (such as size,
shape, texture, etc.) through the use of touch.

k
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INTERESTS

,Proference for, attractions toward,or likings of various classes of activities and
the contexts associated.with these activities.

63. Manual Work: This interest area involves a preference far the following types of work activ-
itiel: (1) A. of the hands and body and sometimes the use of hand tools to work, move,
guide, or place objects and materials; (2) activities which are routine and usually do not
require following strict standards or detailed instructions; (3) feeding or off-bearing from
automatic machines, or machines operated by other workers; (4) stopping, darting, or
watching the operation of muhines, setting guides, pushing buttons or making other
pre-determined adjustments.

64. Machine Work: Preference for work activities which involve fine work with hands, hand tools,
sta:ionary and nonstationary Machines as well as activities in which the responsibility for
a good job restsivith the worker who must exercise good judgement in selecting, using,
and caring for tools and Machines.

65. Personal&rvice: Examples of jobs for which this interest if relevant include: model; lifeguard;
restaurant hostAiss; bartender; doorman; telegraph messenger; etc.

Cbre of Pe6ple or Aninizas: Preference for work activities which involve taking care of people
or animals. e

67. Clerical Work: Preference for work activities which involve general office work.

68. Inspecting and Testing: This interest area involves a prefetence for the following types of work
activities: (1) exaMining materials and supplies and keeping inventory.records; (2) using

t. precision measuking instruments such as gauges, calipers, micrometers, or test apparatus
_ for the purpose of grading, sorent, detecting flaws, or checking to make sure that products

meet specified standards; (3) performing laboratory-or other scientific tests according to
standardized procedures.

69. aafts and Precise Operations: Preference for work activities which involve the applieation of
high level manual skills and an organiz bddy of knowledge to one or more of a wide
variety of crafts and precision operatio s.

70. Customer Services: Knowledge of the product or techniqUes of service and the ability to deal
with people pre important. Examples of jobs for which this interest is important include:
receptionik, ticket agent, teller, sales attendant, taxi driver, cashier-checker, dispatcher,
recreation fecility ittendant, etc.

,

71. Nursing and' elated Technical Services: Preference [per work activities which inv9lve caring
for the sietand injuved and providing nursing services concerned with the prevention of

end.the promotion of good health,



72. Skz Iled Personal Services: Examples of jobs for which this interest is importent include: draw
maker, cook, barber, manicurist, cosmetologist, coetumer, etc.

73. Training: Preference for work activities which involve the training of people, or sometimes
animals, in a variety of settings and for a variety of purposes.

74. Literacy: Thls'Iatrest area involves a preference for the following types of work activities
which often require a high degree of abstract-verbal ability: (1) preparing correspondence,
reports, legal and business documents, or written descriptions of technical operations and
processes; (2) dohig creative writing and editing; (3) translating from one-language to
another; (4) conducting and reporting research investigations in the political, social, and
psychological sciences.

75. Numerical: This interest area involves a preference for the following types of work activities:
(1) applying the principles of mounting, cost analysis, and statistical analysis to problems
of businese management; (2) investigatbig such areas as the theoretical aspects of physics .
and mathematics and iutomatic data-processing systems and programs.

76. Appraisal: *This intarest area involves a preference for the following types of *ork activities:
(1) applying engineering knowledge to the planning, installation, directioni arid operItion
of projects and systems in a specific field of engineering such as civil,inechanical, chemical,
electrical,.pr industrial; (2) carrying out appraising, analytical, or investigating work related
to surveying, exploring, mining, construction, merchandising, or materialianalysia.

ge-
77 . Agriculture: This interest area involves a preference for the following types of work activities:\

, (1) farming; (2) gardening; (3) animal herding; (4) applying the principles of chemistry,
physic*, biology, and genetics to scientific agriculture so as to advance man's knowledge
of aviculture! principles.

78; Applied Technoloo: Preference for work activities which involve applying engineering and
research principles and knowledge to the design of new structmes, machines,`and tools,
and to the development or evaluation of new techniques, processes, and products; work .
ing in the tzanslation of ideas, sketches, or specifications into complete and accurate
working plans; or applying engineering and related technical knowledge in such special-
ized fields as research, design, and development.

99. Promotion and Communication: Examples of jobs for which this interest is important include:
lobbyist, business agent, placement officer, legal secretary, disc jockey, patrolman, judge,
columnist, news reporter, booking agent, personnel recruiter, lawyer, public relatkms man,
journalist, etc.

80. Management and Supervision: Preference for work activities which involve the formulation
and administretion of management policies and procedures or the supervision, control,
and coordination Rf a -wide variety of work actiltities.

81. 4Artistic: Preference for work activities which involve the creative expression of ideas, feelings,
and moods.

82. &les Representative: Preference for work activitiee *--hich involve sale and installation of
products or services and may includi the servicing of machines or equipment sold.
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83. Music: Preference for work activities which involve performing or creating in the field of music.

84. Entertainment and Performing Arts: Preference for work activities which involve entertaining

others.

85. Teaching, Counseling, and Social Work: Examples of jobs for which this interest is important

include: music teacher, caseworker, clergyman, home economist, university faculty mem-

ber, Athletic coach, kindergarten teacher, county agricultural agent, psychologist, etc.
. .

86. Medical: Preference for work activities which involve the application of knowledge of medical

science to the diagnosis, prevention, and treatment of human or animal diseases, disorders,

and injuries.

p
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NEEDS

Preferences, desires, or felt wants for arious classes of outcomes and condition,
which, for the respondent, are emaciated with satisfaction or reward. Needs are usually
measured by questions concerning the exarpinee's preference for or strength of attraction
toward specified outcomes or conditions.

87. Ability Utilization: The need to do workithat makes full use of one's abilities; work that is
-challenging in terms of gill, knowledge, or mental ability. (Think in ternis of the abilities

ot the "average man."

88. Achievement: The need to feel a sense of accomplishment in one's work.

89. Activity: The need to keep busy through physical activity, job-related social contact, or men-
tal activity.

90. Advancement: The need to occupylt positton which cisffers opportimiiy for promotion or
other forms of advancement.

91. Authority: The need to direct or supervise the activities of others.

92. Compensation: One's need to feel that he is being well rewarded thgouigh pay and benefits in
comparison to other persons with his ability and education.

93. Co-Workers: The need to occupy a position which allows social interaction and the oppor-
tunity to establish friendships, with one's co-workers.

94. Creativity: The need to apply one's initiative, ingenuity, and creativity to the work situation;
to produce new and original products and idtu; to apply one's own ideas.

95. Independence: The need to plan, direct, and carry out one's own activities rather than be
directed by others.

96. Moral Values: The need to avoid a work situation which conflicts with commonly !Iccepted
moral and social values.

97. Recognition: The need for eiplicit acknowledgement or appreciation for one's work accom-
plishments. Recognition can come from within one's organization (e.g., from manage-
ment or one's peers) or from outside the organization (e.g., from the community, from
profmional organizations, etc.).

98.* Responsibility: The need to use one's own judgement, to make decisions, and to be account*.
ble for the effects of one's declirlons and actions.

99. Security; The need to be assured that one's job or income is steady and does not depend upon
, seasonal fluctuations, fluctuations in the economic situation, etc.;Y.
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100. Social &Mae: The need to work with people to improve their well-beini; the need to do
things for others.

101. Social Status: The need to hold a position of prestige or standing in the coinmunity by
w6i virtue of one's job position or occupation.

A102. Variety: The need to perform a number oi different job activities rather than ,one or two
activities repeateca; to have new tasks to perform froin day to

103. Working Conditions: The need to work in an environment with acceptable or pleasant
physical working conditions, including such factors as freedom from hazards, comfort.
able temperature, proper illumination, low noise level, necessary equipment, attractive
surroundings, etc.



LIST OF ATTRIBUTES DEVELOPED BY MECHLM*

Attributes' of an "aptitude" nature..

1. Verbal comprehension: ability to understand the meaning of words and the ideas associated
with them.

2. Word fluency: ability to rapidly produce words associated with a given word.

3. Oral communkation: ability to communicate ideas viith gestures or with spoken or written
words.

4. Numerical computation:, ability to manipulate quantativa symbols rapidly and accurately, as
in various arithmetic operations.

5

5. Arithmetic reasoning: ability to reason abstractly using quantitative concepts and symbols.

6. Convergent thinking: ability to select from possible alternative methods, the method ofpro-
cessing information that leads to the potentially best answer or solution to a problem.

7. Divetgent thinking: ability to generate or conceive of new or innovative ideas or solutions to
a problem.

8. Intelligence: the level of abstraction or symbolic complexity with which one can ultimately
deal.

9. Long term memory: ability to learn and store pertinent information and selectively to retrieve
or recall, much later in time, that which is relevant to a specific context.

10. Short-term memory: ability to learn and store pertinent information and selectively to retrieve
or recall, within a brief period of time, that which is relevant to a specific context.

11. Aesthetic judgement: ability to make sensitive evaluations of artistic quality in one or more
of the following: music, style, painting, sculpture, photography, architecture, etc.

12. Visual fortn perception: ability to rceive pertinent detail or configuration in a complexpe
visual sfimulus.

13. Perceptual speed: ability to make rapia discriminations of visual detail.

°Mecham, R. C. & McCormick, R. J. The rated attribute requirements of job ekrnents in the fteition Analysis
Questionnaire. Lafayette, IN: Purque University, Occupational Research Center, 1969.



14. aosure: ability to perceptually organize a chaotic or disorganized field into a single perception.

15. Mouement defection: ability to detect physical movement of objects and to judge their direc.
tion.

16. Spatial visualization: ability to manipulate visual images in two or three dimensions mentally.

17. Near visual acuity: ability to perceive detail at normal reading distance.

18. Far visual acuity: ability to perceive detail at distances beyond normal reading distance.

19. Depth perception: ability to estimate depth of distances or objects (or to judge their physical
relationships in space).

20. Color discrimination: ability to perceive similarities or differences in colors or in shades of the
same color, or to identify certain colors.

21. Auditory acuity: ability to perceive relevant cues by sound.

22. Olfactory acuity:, ability to perceive relevant cues by smell.

23. Gustatory acuity: ability to perceive relevant cues by taste.

24. Tactual acuity: ability to perceive relevant cues by touch.

25. Body orientation: ability to maintain body orientation with respect to balance and motio .

26. Kinesthesia: ability to sense position and movement of body members.

27. Flinger dexterity: ability to manipulate small objects (with the fingers) rapidly and accurately.

28. Manual dexterity: ability to manipulate thipgs with the hands.

29. Arm/hand positioning: ability to make precise, accurate movements of the hands and arms.

30. Arm/hand steadiness: ability to keep the hands and arms immobilized in a set position with
minimal tremor.

31. Continuous muscularcontrol: ability to exert continuous control over external devices throlgh
continual use of body limbs.

32. Rate of arm movement: ability to make gross, rapid arm movements.

33. Eye-hand coordination: ability to coordinate hand movements with visual stimuli.

34. Eye-hand-foot coordination: ability to move the hand and foot coordinately with each other
in accordance with visual stimuli.

35. Simple reaition time: the period of fare elapaint between the appearance of any stimulus and
the initiatipn of an appropriate response.
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36. Response integration: obility to rapidly perform various apprvpriate 'psychomotor responses
in proper sequence..

37. Dynamic strength:. ability to make repeated, rapid, flexing movements in which the rapid
recovery frornimuscle strain is critical.

38.. Static strength: ability to maintain a high level of muscular exertion for some minimum
period of time.

39. - Explosive strength: ability to -expend a maximum amount of energy in one or a series of
_explosive or ballistic acts (as in throwing, pounding, etc1).

40. Rate control: ability to make continuous anticipatory motor adjustments, relative to change
in speed and direction of continuous moving objects..

41. Mechanical ability: a4ility to determine the functional interrelationships of parts within a
methaaical system.

Attributes of an interest or temperament nature, as characterized by different types of job situations
to which people must adjust.

42. Variety of duties: duties often characterized by frequent change.

43. Repetitive/short-cycle operations: operations carried out according o set procedures or
sequences.

44. Dealing with things/objects: preference for situations involving ac ivities which deal with things
and objects rather than activities concerned with people or the co munication of ideas.

45. Processes/machines/techniques: situations which are nonsocial in na'ttre, being primarily con-
cerned with methilds and procedures often of a mechanical or chemical nature.

46. Scientific/technical activities: using technical methods or investigating natural phenomena
using scientific procedures.

47. Dealing with people: i.e., personal contacts beyond giiing and receiving instructions.

48. Social welfare: working with people for their presumed good.

49. Influencing people: influencing opinions, attitudes, or judgements about ideas or things.

50. Directing/controlling/planning: operations involving the activities of others, or processes with
which others are involved.

51. Empathy: seeing things from another person's point of view.

52. Personal risk: risk of physical or mental illness or injury.

53. Conflicting/ambiguous information: ability to tolerate and critically evaluate information of
an uncertain or opposing nature.



54. Pressure of time: working in situations whte time is a critical factor for succeesful job per-
formance.

55. Sensory alertness: alertness ovet extended periods of time.

56. Attainment of set standards: attainment of set limits, tolerances, or set limits, tolerances, or
standard&

57. Working under specific instructions: i.e., those that allow little or no room for independent
action or judgement in working out job problems.

58. Working alone: working in physical iodation from others, although the activity may be
integrated with that of other&

59. Separation from family/home:" separation for extended periods of time.

60. Stage presence: speaking to or performing for an audience.

61. Prestige/esteem from others: working in stituatkins resulting in high regard from other&

62. Thrigiblelphyskal end-products: working with material elemento or parts which ultimately
result in a physical product.

63. SensoryiYudgmental criteria: arriving at generalizations, judgements, or decons which require
sensory discrimination or cognitive appraisal.

64. Measurable/verifiable criteria: arriving at generalizations, judgments, or decisions based on
known or obtainable standards, characteristics, or dimensions.

65. Interpretation from personal viewpoint: interpretation of feelings, ideas, or facts in terms of
personal viewpoint or value&

Susceptibility to fatigue: diminished ability to do work, either physical or mental, as a cones-
quence of previous and recent work done.

67. Dealing with concepts/information: preference for situations that involve conceptual or infor-
\ motive idua and the possible communication of these ideas to others.

68. Creative activities: preference for situations involving the finding of new solutions to a problem
or new modes of artiitic expression.
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New attributes of an "aptitude" nature*

1. Ideational fluency: the ability to produce a number of ideas concerning a given topic. This
attribute is only concerned with the lumber of, ideas produced and does not extend to tilt)
quality of those ideas.

Originality: the ability to produce unusual or clever responses related to a given topic or situ-
ation. This attribute is cbncerned with the degree of creativity of responses and does not deal
with the numbir of responses made.

3. isroblem sensitivity: the ability to recognize or identify the existence of problems. This attri-
bute does not include any of the reasoning neceuary for the solution of a problem.

4. Spatial orientation: the ability to maintain one's orientation with respect to objects in space
or to comprehend the position of objects in space with respect to the observer's pOsition.

5. Selective attention: the ability to perform a task in the presence of distracting stimulation or
under monotonous conditions without significant loss in efficiency.

6. Time sharing; the ability to utilize information obtained 'by shifting between two or more
channels of information. The information'obtained horn these sources is either integrated
and used as a whole or retained and used separately.

7. Stamina: this ability involves the capacity to maintain physical activity over prolonged periods
of ,time. It is concerned with the resistance of the cardio-muscular system to breakdown.

8. Speed of limb movement: this ability involves the speed with which discrete.movements of the
arms or legs can be made. The ability deals with the speed with which the movement can be
carried out after it has been initiated; it is not concerned with the speed of initiation of the
movement.

Added to Mecham list in:

Marquardt, L D., & McCormick, E. J. Attribute rotinis arta profiles of the job elements of the Position
Analysis Questionnaire (PAQ). West L.afayette, IN: Purdue University. Department of Psychological Sciences,
Occupational Research Center, June 1972.



OCCUPATIONAL SURVWAL SKILLS*

1. Being dependable 15. Working without close supervision

2. Giving an honest day's work 16. Working under tension oi pressure

3. Knowing what is expected of you 17. Adjusting to various work situations

4. Maintaining good health 18. Being neat and clean in appearance

5. Managing time and materials efficiently 19. Having tissic speaking skills

6. Getting along with people with a variety
of personalities

20. Following safety regulations.

21. Knowing how to use job materials,
7. Working as a team member machines "or tools

8. Understanding written information 22. Being punctual

9. Having basic. writing skills 23. Having some type of specialized traiiiing

10. Knowing your Own abilities, strengths
and weaknesses

24. Organizing work activities of others

25. Following instructions
11. Being loyal to the organization for

which you work 26. Having basic arithmetic skills

12. Making independent decisions 27. Having basic knowledge of your organ-
ization's operating procedures

1.3. Using initiative and imagination'

14. Locating information, materials or
equipment

O'Neil, EL L.. Occupational survival Implicatibne for job maintenance and mobility, Urbana.Champaivu
University of Illinois, Department of Vocational and Technical Education, 1975:'



dOMPOSiTE LIST OF TRANSFERABLE SKILLS*

IntellectuallAptitudinal

Communicating
Problem Solving
Analyzing/Auessing.
Planning/Layout'
Organizing
Decision Making
Creativity/Imagination/Innovation
Problem Identification/Definition
Managing One's Own Time
Basic Computation
Logical.Thinking
Evaluating
Ability to Relate Common

Knowledge or Transfer
EXperiences

Coping with the Labor Market
and Job Movement

Understanding-Others
Synthesizing
Marshalling Available Resources
Accommodating Multiple Demands
Judgment
Foresight
Trouble Shooting
Job Awareness
Mechanical Aptitude
Typing
Accounting -
Implementing
Self-Understanding, Awareness,

Actualizatinn
Situational Analysis
Assessing Environments/

Situations
Understanding Human System

Interactions
Organizational Savvy

Conceptualization
Generalization
Goal Setting
Controlling
Quantitative Thinking
Dealing with Work Situations
Finance
Tool Usage
Bookkeeping
Artistic Ability
Business Sense
Tolerance of Ambiguity

Interpersonal

Working with, Getting along with, or
Relating to Others

Managing, Directing, or Supervising
Empathiiing, or Being Sensitive to Others
Teaching, Training, or Instructing
Counseling
Motivating
Gaining Acceptance, or Suilding Rrpport
1-1,1ping, or Cooperating
Cultivating Cooperation
Selling
Accepting Supervisibn
Delegating
Instilling Confidence
Team Building

Attitudinal

Dil:gence, or a Positive Attitude toward the
Value of Work

Receptivity/Flexibility/Adaptability
Determination/Perseverance
Acceptance/Appreciation/Concern for
Others

Wiant, A. A. Tivnaferobie skills: The employers' usewpoint (Info. Series No. 126). Columbus: The Ohio
&Ate University, The Center tor Vocational Education, 1977.
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Attitudinal (Continued)

Responsibility
WdI1ngns. o Learn
Ambition/Motivation
Self-Confidence
Self-Discipline
Pride
rztln!siaam

ce
..etualization

Aisartinnaas
Honesty
Loyalty
Reliability
Risk Taking
Compromising
Kindness
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FINAL REPORT:
WORKING PANEL OF CONSULTANTS

(Occupationally-Transferable Skills Projett)

This report is divided into three sections. The first section summarizes the substantive contri-
butions made by the Panel to the project. The second section reports some of the insights gained
by individual panel i'nembers as thi result of working on the project. The third section assesses the
effectiveness of the "pare 1 process" as it was utilized in this psort.

.

The Panel consisted of: Dr. Marcia Freedman
Conservatior of Human Resources
New York, New York

Dr. Jerome Moss, Jr.
(Panel Chairperson) (1 7'
Department of Vocational & Technical Education
University of Minnesota
Minneapolis, Minnesota

Dr. Calvin W. Taylor
Department of Psychology
University of Utah
Salt Lake City, Utah

I. THE PANEL'S CONTRIBUTION TO THEtROJECT

The project was designed by staff of The Center for Vocational Education, working in close
cooperation with the NIE project officer. The major function of the Panel was to make suggestions
to the project staff about the conduct and outcomes of aLii of the eight specific tasks which corn-
prised the total project. In carrying Out this function, the Panel met six different times (for a
total of 12 days) between February 19P and September 1977 at The Center for Vocational

. Education, Columbus, Ohio.
Th

The following briefly summarims the nature of the Panel's substantive contributions to each
of the project tasks.

TASK 1. Complete the production of manuals called for br a previous project.

[The Panel was not involved in ihis task.

TASK 2. Produce four commissioned papers on key issues relating to transferable skills.
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The Panel gave advice about the desired contents of the four papers: The initial draft
and first revision of each of the papers were later read and discussed, suggestions for
changes were provided, and recommendations concerning publiceit,n were made.

TASK 3. Establish and arrange.for meetings of a consultant panel.

(The Panel was formed and its six meetings were held to carry out this task.)

TASK 4. Hold nine meetings throughout the country with representatives from industry and edu-
cation to identify and discuss the importance of transferable skills in hiring and promotion

"

Suggestions for the location, parti,cipants, and conduct of the meetings were made by the
Panel. Reactions to the findings ind conclusions derived from the meetings were also'
provided.

*TASK 5 and 6. Publish a catalog of data bases (Task 5) and schemes for classifying occupati.ons
(Task 6) which may be useful irtsubsequent research on occupational mobility.

The Panel contributed ideas for the content, fo-mat, and dissemination of the publicatiolva

TASK 7 . Review eight training/selection programs which rely on the recognition of transferable
skills.

fr

The Paitel explored criteria for choosing the training/selection programs to be visited by
staff and reacted to a summary of the findings of the visits and thekr implications for
the project-.

TASK 8. Fxplore possibility of categorizing ocr -'.ons by job tasks.

Suggestions werermade by the Panel about classification systems of job tasIss such that
job tasks within categories would have greater potential for transfer than tasks in different
categories.

In addition to advice about the tpecific tasks of the project, the Panel also provided ideas and
feedback to the project staff about (a) the overall conceptualization of project findings, (b) further
research that might be conducted on odcupationally-transferable skills, and (c) the implications of
the project findings/conclusions for educational practice.'

IL SOME INSIGHTS GAINED BY THE PANEL MEMBERS

The purpose of this section of the report is to present some of the insights, applicattle to their
separate fields of study, gained by pawl members as a result of working on the prtoject.

Vocational Education

Assume that the goals of vocational education are to ITIAXimiZe the satisfactions (excrinsic
and intrinsic) of the individual with work and the satisfactorinesa (relevance, quantity, Ad quality)
of the individual's occupstional performance to the public. Then, sc.cording to the theory of work
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adjustment,' worker satisfaction is a function of the correspondence between the needs of the indi-
vidual and the need reinforcers of the job. Satisfactory performance is a function of the correspon-
dence between the abilities of the individual and the ability requirements of the job.

The project focused upon occupational adaptabilitythe utilization of skills learned in one
context (e.g., position, job or occupation) in a different context with a minimum of retraining time.
Thus, the'primary reason for incre&sing occupational adaptability, in terms of the goals of voca-
tional education, is to enhance worker satisfactoriness. [Had the project thcused on occupational
mobility-Lthat is, amount of and reasons for movement from position to positionthen the out-
comes would have beelidirectly relevant to the improvement of worker satisfaction.]

How, then, can occupational adaptability be improved? What are the most relevant skills
(abilities) to be developed by the individual? The ability requirements of occupations may be con-
ceived of as tasks. Theoretically, each position job or occupation can be described in terms of the
tasks which comprise it. Because eath occupation is, by definition, unique, some of the tasks which
comprise it must be unique. Satisfactory performance in an occupation requires theability to per-
form the tasks unique to that occupation as well as those tasks that may be common to other occu-
pations. Since the improvement of occupational adaptability is not an end in itself, but only a
means to enhance the satisfactory performance of workers on the job, the identification of tasks
common to many occupations for the purpose of using them alone to develop vocational curriculums
is not very productive. Instead, tasks to be taught must include those that are occupationally uniqUe
as well as those that are conimon if the worker is to perform skisfactorily on the job.2 Thus, the
key to the relevant skills (abilities) to be developed by the individual does not lie in the selection of
the occupational tasks tolbe taught by the vocational curriculum.

The project has reinforced the notion that all skills are potentially transferable. That is, any
occupational task that can be performed under one set of conditions is potentially performable
under other conditions. The problem, then, is how can vocational education programs train for
transfer? How can vocational education programs maximize the likelihood that skills to perform
occupational tasks learned under one set of conditions will be approp:iately utilized uuder different
work conditions? How can the "common" tasks of occupations be recognized by the individual aud
appropriate skilla be applied to their performance?

The sPills of individuals which permit them to perform occupational tasks may be classified
into four categories: psychomotor, informational, cognitive process, and affective. For the pur-
poses of vocational education, each of these categories may be divided into skills that are prerequi-
site to program admission (selection) and those which are to be taught by the program. Figure 1
illustrates this matrix,and provides examples of the skills within each cell.

As previously noted, occupational analyses will identify the tasks that comprise each occupa-
tion. A task analysig can then reveal the specific psychomotor and informational skills needed by .
the individual in order to perform adequately the significant taslu of the occupation (cells A 3nd B).

1 Dawia, R. V., Lofquist, L. H., & Weim, D. J. .4 theory of work adjustment (A Reviaion, Minnesota S!udies
in Vocational Rehabihtation: 23). Minneapolis: University of Minnesota, April 1968.

2Should certain tasks be selected for instruction from among all the tasks to be performed in an occupation,
then such criteria aa significance, perishabihty, safety, etc. shoUld be utzed for selection rather than task common.
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SITE
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ual dexterity, etc.

(RRR, etc.) aptitudes

TO Bit Swift occupa- Specific occupa- Mediation ekille
TAUGHT Weal manipula- tional informa- (Problem solving.

tive skills tion planning, etc.).

A) (SI (C)

APPECTIVE

Fereartality, coping
behavior, etc.

,

W ark habits, atti-
tudes, values, and
interpersonal AIR

(D I

*iglu* 1. Classification of

Consideration for occupational adaptability does not play a major part in this process. However,
after the perthsent manipulative and informational skills are identified, u t' ly are being organjzed
into a curriculum for instrucfional purposes, some important winciples of :kining for transfer do
appear to apply. For example, "meaningfulness".ap rently facilitates traasfer, and the organiza-
tion of content effects its "meaningfulness" to stude ts.

In addition, the work of Guilford, Altman, and ot ers to identify the intellectual process skills
(cell C) needed to maximize stimulus and response generalization should be encouraged, for it is
these mediating skills (mental procbeses) that appear to control the probability that other psycho-
motor, informational and affective skills will be transferred appropriately. It is known, for example,
that practicing occupational skills in a wide variety of contexts improves the likelihood ant those
skills will be used fleidbly on the job. Much more informationOnd theory) is needed about the
intellectual processes so that educators can design learning experiences that will maximize the utility
of all the (other) skills possessed by individusds.3

Occupational work habits, attitudes and Values, and interpersonal skills (cell D) have been iden-
tifktd by lay people and professionals alike as impOrtant to occupational adaptability,ttresumably
because a large number of these skills aresommon to and important for satisfactory performance
in moat occupations. (These skills may also be Sonsidered a part of the context in which pricho-
motor and informational skills are applad.) Consequently, vocational educators should lea i more
about the process of their formation and the most efficient means for their development.

In conclusion, to improve the effectiveness of vocational education by increasing the occupa-
tional adaptability of students, research and development activities are needed in the following
areas: (a) the impact of the organization of content on tranafer, (b) the identification of intellectual
process skills and means foi their development, anti (c) the identification and means for develop-
ment of appropriate work habits, attitudes and values and interpersonal skills.

3The "higher" the level bccupation, the more important the process (mediating) skills appear to become.



Labor Markets

Una ( onventional wisdom in this field conceives of skill training in occupational terms and

stresses im ediate aiiplicability. In practice, manpower specialist; tend to organize classes around
identifiable tasks, such,as typing, because they ate the easiest to teach. Alternatively, they are some-
times taken in by the idea that a skill like programming can be taught in a brief, intensive cotilia.
In practice, such courses do little to improve accesirto programming jobs because employers prefer
people out of the colleges whom they can train to whatever extentjecessary on the job.

In a tight labor market, any small amount of knowledge or training is helpful in sorting people

out; in a loose marketand it has been very loose indeed for many years nowskill training oriented
to nonprofesaional occupations is only useful if there is a close connection between the providers of
training and potential employers. Such connections provide aceess, without which training cannot
be utilized.

From participating as a member of the panel of consultants, it became clear that training can
be viewed, not as a process of orderly acquisition of narrow skills or mastery ol take (akin to what
economists call specific training) but rather as a developmental process. In this view, training be-
comes general, both in the economist's sense which implies transferability, and in the sense that the
teaching of tasks is aimed at enhancing motor, intellectual and interpersonal skills...In this scheme,
tasks are simply a vehicle, and one mieht infer that task-learning is a secondary rather than a primary

gain.

This view of training, if properly interpreted, has value for manpower specialists. It makes it
possible to detach the issue of demand from the issue 9f the quality of.the supply of workers by

focusing entirely on the latter anipving the problem of adequacy in the number and type of jobs
to other policy-makingarenas. Un ortunately, lack of job oPportunities may seriously undermine
the motivation of students and trainees, since the joy of learning for its oWn sake has a limited appeal

in this society. "Development" is supposed to lead somewhare, and this widely-held belief presents
educators with a dilemma: How can people be motivated to accept general training before they are
employed when the specific trainiag they will someday receive on the job lies in some nebulous
future?

Only by working at a job can pre-employment training be put to use; in this extension of the
process, however, specific, task-like skills may be narrowed rather than broadened.. The work his-

tory of engineers is a case in point. The more theoretical their training, the more time it takes for
them to "produce" on the typical engineering job which utilizes only a few of their competencies.
The longer they stay on a particular job, the greatIr their trained incapacity to do related tasksin
other words, the less immediately transferable are their specifi" skills.

There are thus two antithetical views of developmenithe educator sees development in ab-
stract, general forms, while employers see it in the increasing mastery of specific and oftep repeti-
tive tasks. Fat this and other reasons, the notior. of transferability of skills is incomplete without
an understanding of the gross terms in which employers tend to establish hiring requirements; how

access networks operate; the mobility patterns of workers; and the nature of internal labor markets.

Psychology

The topic of nansferable Skills and Characteristics (i.e., Transferable Actributes) is a most
worthy one for investigation and serious consideration, not only by vocational educat:on, but more
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importantly by ail of education (including selection, omotion, ginduation, placement, personnel
and training programs, etc.). In hindsight, this topic so basic to educetion and to personnel pro-
grams that it is remarkable that so little work has been done and so little is known and sciundly es-
tablished, as revealed time after time in this project. The abeence of well-based insights is another
illustration that education and training organizations have not traditionally called for reseatch and
development and evaluation of their programs. Instead they have relied upon theabig and unfounded
anumption of transferability of trainingthat is, of big spread effects from practically each and every
education and training program.

*4
Considering education in general, 't appear that much,is knowledge-focused with knowledge-

testin/ used to evaluate the outcomes in students. Yet research on iearning and forgetting (reten-
don) curves tends to show that a high majority of the knowledge acquired will be lost ipidly by a
sharp concave drop in the forgetting curve unless the knowledge attained is repeatedly reviewed or
used thereafter. This forgetting-of4tnowledge curve should be compared with curves on the (for-
getting) retention of inner processes skills (attributes, talents, or abliities) cultivated in students in
an educational program. A reasonable prediction is that the latter curves will probably be much
len concave in shape and will not drop nearly as rapidly nor as far as, knowledge forgetting curves.
In addition, a Conjecture is that more opportunities will naturally arise foi the person toilte the
inner process skills and thurretain a higher percent of the level of functioning of each skill than in
the case of knowledge retention. Furthermore, it c:in be predicted that less transferability occurs
fro. knowledge-focusecl than from attribute-focused education. All these issues should be settled
by experimentation.

One,example of the iscif of progress in education is the absence of any listing of attributes
according to those which are more transferable (with geater spread or span-of-transfet effects). In
akill or littcribute-focaised education, much of the attention could be on those attributes with the
greatest transferability or spread effects. Then many, if not most, of those other attributes With
minimal transferability could generey be postponed for training until a person got into an loccupa-
tion which required that specific attribute. This approach would avoid giving large numbers of
peolile training in a specific attribute which would, with ft.w exceptions, not be required in their
careers and not materially affect how employable, transferable, promotable, valuable, and useful
they would be in their careers,

Important broad complex attributes (like teaching talent) could be investigated thoroughly
through literature searches and througn intensive relevant research. At present the indications are
that training of new teachers is not effective in typical school-like claws where the to-be-teachers
are largely listeners, being required to learn-and-return the kngwledge be.i.r_lg: dispensed. Such train-
ing does not develop 17levant teaching attributes. Also, any irNentiedUiiiling of teachers by the
seine clasizoom styles is not effective in improving many, if any, of the actual attributes of a
teacher-in-ktion. The evaltiation checkup of Project Impact in Iowa's Polk County indicated that
their in-service training of teachers was effective in changing how persons teach in their regular
clifisroom only if the in-service training included having the teacher almost immediately try out
the new teaching methods with some group of studentz (often not their own) until they made every-
thing work as desired with these students. Then and only then would thew) changes in teaching show
any transfer of new training methods into their own classrooms and thereby affect.their own st.idents.

Some observaAons in dealing with the commissioned papers of the project should be mentioned.
Though considerable rewriting may have ocdurred by some authors, on some points of mejor impor-
tance it appeared that only very rriirior changes wer solpetimes ma,de. This minor adjustment in
rewriting to a suggestion which potentially called f a iSajor ove-hauling in a draft reminds one of
the odds against the immediate acceptance of an un pected suggestion or insight or new idea.
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Brewster Ghiselin defines the creativeness of a contribution by how much it would require a restruc-

turing of current insights. That is, the more creative the contribution,lhe more it calls for a restruc-

turing of the total unkverse of man's insights and understandings. Sirhilarly,,after many iively ex-

changes in a research Conference session, Joe McPherson once said that what finally survivee and is

worked into the final report of the conference tends to be the more straightforward parts of the dis-

cation. Codrarily, the more creative parts would be less likely to survive and be incorporeted in

the more "sacred-appearing" printed form, because it would require a great deal of rethinking and

restructuring of a receiver's ideas, educatiop, and the whole pattereof his thoughts up to"that point:

In other words, the more unexpected, original, uncommon a new ides or insight was, the less likely

that idea or Insight would be accepted imtVimmediately incorporated into the report. Ideas that are

largely expected are readily received and written into a report, whereas the more foreign an idea is

to the past experiences and thoughts of a receiver, the greater the effort and change required before

it can be brought into the heart of the receiver's insights and transmitted to others in writing (let

alone featuring it as a predominate part of the printed version of the report). Long established habit

patterns are not easily or quickly set aside or remodeled. This helps to explain why progress through

other human beings tends to move ahead so Jowly

In summary, the more traditional (common, usual) the idea with the higher percent of it 'wing'
expected and not new, the more likely it will be both recorded in the recipient and transmitted into
the final report. On the other hand, the more novel and uncommon (unexpected and creative) the

suggestion, the less likely it will be transmitted into the final report (even though still retained ac-

curately in its original form "on the tape of the tape recorder).
-s!

Some educators and parents are calling for more emphasis on basic educational skills, particu-

larly teading skills. Yet our evidence is that talking and listening skills are more important in com-

munication activities in career and life than are reading and writing skills. Also, basic career and life

skills (or talents) are more important than reading skills, at least as often taught in schools. Further-

more, these career and life skills would include a wider variety of reading skills (such as reading to

spark new thoughts of one's own) than now given priority. These reading skills, in the present context,

would also include the ability to "read" what is involved in a job; the ability to "read" organizations

and their situations; the ability to "read" other people in the situations; and the ability to "read"
oneself. Some new measures are available and others could now be constructed to get it these Jther

kinds of "reading."
Asis

The importance of measurementand pertinent evaluation, especially well constructed new
relevant measures, seems to be traditionally a low awareness area to educators ad trainers. Such

good new measures can increase awareness in key people and can potentially increase significantly

the level of effectiveness of selection; of evaivation of jobs, siteations, and programs; and of match-

ing persons, situations, and jobs. One such new relevant measure is an assessment of the situations

when trying to match, persons and jobs. In other words, a three-way match of person and job and
eituation is called for rather than just a two-way match. The person who learns to read jobs, situa-
tions, and self would then know what attributes (s)he has amiable and functioning to a sufficient
degree to determine how good the total match is. Then (s)he could decide whether the venture has

ia sufficiently high propect of success to commit himself or herself to that job, situation, organization.
and set of superviears and feltou workers.

Except for entrance into professional and graduate schools and into some undergraduate col-
leges and programs, educators (including vocational educators) often neglect to focus upon the po-
tential impact of the combination of selection and training (education). Instead, their perspectjve
often seems to belimited and to focus solely on training (even though selection may be a more
potent single approach). The potential role and impact of counseling -15o seems to be overlooked
frequently consequence of persons focusing so fully inward on training.
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As a result of prior study and experience with this project at least two conclusions can be
drawn. First, some attributes are more central in people's total set of career and life performances
and therefore are neede widely and have at least moderate spread effects. These attributes could
be much of the focus of sAucation and training to obtain from such programs the most fruits, both
directly and ultimately, for one's career and life. Second, selection and training programs should
be as much "on target" of their ultimately desired performances as possible if transfer or spread
effects are to occur and be very noticeable.

In this total area NIE could spark increased activities (a) in constructing needed new measures
for identification, evaluation, and ausesment purposes, (b) in basic research focused upon the issues
of acquisition and retention and transferability of knowkdge versus transferability of attribute Pro-
cesses (talents and skills), and (c) in R & D and implementation of the findings and new proceoaes
developed.

As a peychologist with a prime focus on people, my overridini conclusion ia that the topic of
this project, namely Transferable alcills and Characteristics (i.e., transferable attributes), is the moat
important area by far in which money could be spent in education. In our own work ie have called
this approach talent-focused education, with emphasis on the most important and moat transferable
attributes. Every time this approach has been used, it has shown the most promise and the moat
positive research evidence compared to other approaches now available for bringing about a major
improvementeven a major revolutionin education. Furthermore, it is a double-barrelled curric-
ulum approach in which students grow simultaneously both in knowledge and in transferable attri-
butes. The product of such an educational program is not only a knowledgeable but is also inef-
fectively functioning, multiply-talented (or skilled) person who has many resources fully activated
within. These multiple resources are transferable and make the person both useful and valuable as
a citizen and highly employable, transferable, and promotable as an employee.

The funds could well be spent in supporting basic research on other intellectual and non-
intellectual attributes not yet well isolated, identified, and measured which could then be elicited
and devplopd through educational training. These include human interrelations and self insights,
attributes, etc. Also important and most timely is to have funds for developing curriculum mate-
rials and approaches to cover all of the important traniferable talents and other attributes that
underly the production of highly effective persons and employees. Further funding should be in
the implementation of all these materials when they have been sufficiently developed for use.

Finally, funding is needed on new and pertinent measuring instruments for identifying each
transferable attribute, for measuring improvement in these attributes through training, and for
aisessinii training and education programs that are focused upon important transferable attributes.

In summary, the nation would nrt mske a mistake in spending an extremely high percentage
of its current public and private foundation funding in educational research, development, imple-
mentation, and measurement activities focused on multiple tansferable attributes in students. In
fact, according to all indications the majority of the foundation funding in education would be well
spent upon attribute-focused education. It would not be more money down the urne old drain
with little or no change or improvement in what happens to students in classrooms. Instead it
could bring about major improvements in all fields of education and training in the nation.



III. THE EFFECIIVENESS OF THE PANEL

The different disciplinary backgroundkof the panel members brought both strengths and weak-

nesses to the project. There was a constant communications problem because of differences in ter-

minology, as well as diversity of perspectives and interests. Because of this the Panel never had

enough time to integrate the idess of its members or to conceptualize interdisciplinary frameworks.

The ume th:ferences in perspective, however, insured that the reactions and suggestions of the

Panel to the staff were far more.wide-ranging than they otherwiii might have been. It was left up

to the staff, who bad much more time for thought and study, to integrate the ideas of the panel

members. (But to help insure that some of the key iosighta of individual panel members were cap-

tured, the previous section of this final report wardevoted to statements by each of the panelists.)

A thrce-member Panel worked well. Each member was kept about u active as is possible during

two-three day meetings. On any one topic, at least one (and often two) of the panelists was quite

active, and the others had something to contribute: Any more members might well have intensified

the communications problem.

The Panel meetings were held at the right times, and about the correct number of days were

spent by the Panel on the project. There were very few items on the meeting agendas for which the

staff was not weli prepared, and that did not seem to produce useful suggestions/reactions from one

or more members of the Panel. To obtain more than suggestion/reactions from the Panel, however,

e.g., interdisciplinary conceptualizations, would have required a great deal more time than provided.

The Panel and the project staff always met as one group. In enough instances, individual proj-

ect staff members did talk to individual panel members between meetings about problems to indicate

that some of the planned meetings might have been designed as one-on-one or small group sessions.

It might even have been helpful to allow the Panel a little time to meetty itself.

The Panel found thepoject staff very professional and easy to work with. A high degfee of

rapport was developed. It'probably would have been helpfUl, however, if the staff had provided

more feedback to panel member's suggestions. Greater staff participation in the discussions would

have helped sharpen the ideas of panelisbi and ensured their relevance.
C,

The Panel greatly appreciated the presence of the ME project officer. He was flexible, insight.

ful, and made significant contributions to the improvement of the project.

The key question, of course, is whether the contributions of the Panel were worth its cost
direct support and the time of project staff and tee project officer. As with many (if not most)
"key" questions, it is impossible to answer with the data available to the Panel. There is no doubt

that panel members made a great many useful suggestions to the staffenough was "put on the
table"to appear to justify at least part of the cost. But whether these were assimilated into the

project, and whether they will contribute ta the longer range ME program of work, or whether the
suggestions might have been thought of by staff without the Panel, is not known. In any event, the
aperience was most pleasant, intellectually stimulating, and professionally rewarding to the panel

members.
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McKinley, B. Characteristics.of jobs that are considered common Review of literature and research (Info, Series
No. 102), 1976. ($3.80)

A review of various approaches for classifying or clustering jobs, and their Rae in (a) describing the elements of
commonality involved.when people make career changes, and (b) understanding better the concepts of occu-
pational adaptability and skill transfer.

Altman, J. W. Transferabihty of vocational skills Review of literature and research (Info. Series No. 103), 1976.($3.80)
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investigator, location, documentation, access, design information, subject variables, occupation variables, and
Organization variables.

Wiant, A. A. Minsferable skills The employer's viewpoint (Info. Series No:126), 1977.

A report of the views expressed in nine meetings across the country by groups of local community and busi-
ness representatives concerning the types of transferable skills required and useful in their work settinp and
how a better understanding of transferable skills could improve training and occupational adaptability.

Miguel, R. J Dtveloping skills for occupational transferablity Insights gained from current practice (Info. Series
No. 125), 1977.

A report ot clues and suggestions gained in the review of 14 existing programs, with recommendations for
Practice which appear to have been successful in lecognizing skill transfer and taking advantage of an indi-vidual's prior skills and expelience.

Ashley, W L , & Artimerman, II I. Identifying transferable skills A task classification approach (Special Pub ca-tion No ), 1977

A report I ,f an exploratory study dergned to test the usefulness of five classification schemes in Identifyingshe transferable characierislici of tasks in diverse occupations.

t ner, F. (', ()crux Ilona! adaptability and transferable skills Project final report (Info. Series No. 129), 1977.

A summary final report, presenting and distussing an array of issues encountered in the various prbject activ-
ities, including a report of the project's Panel of Consultants.
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